Cologne

Kölner Dom

Domplatz and Roncalliplatz are at
the centre of old and new Cologne.

Cologne (Köln)
Cologne owns the glory of one of
the great Gothic cathedrals, but
has been home to Romans and
Romanesque architecture over a
history of 2000 years.

Cologne is known for scents that acquired its
French name and having Germany’s greatest
cathedral. But its beginnings were machinations at the centre of Roman power. Oppidum
Ubiorum was founded by Agrippa, governor
of Gaul, on the Rhine in the territory of the
Germanic Ubii tribe, allies of Rome. It became
part of the strategy of the emperor Augustus
to fortify the Rhine and take over Germania.
The emperor’s plans foundered after the defeat
of the Roman army under Varus in 9AD but
the town on the Rhine became a garrison town
with a Roman altar.
But the city was founded at the word of a
woman. The empress Agrippina the younger,
wife and niece of the emperor Claudius, asked
for the place of her birth to be elevated to the
status of colonia, or garrison city. Fragments
of Colonia Claudia Ara Agrippinensium still
stand, its artefacts are in museums and the past
is still being dug up in an ongoing excavation
around Rathausplatz. The city became the capital of the province Germania Inferior late in
the 1st century with most comforts including a
forum and a water supply using conduits and
an aqueduct from the Eifel mountains almost
100km away. The Deutz area was also fortified early and by 315 a square fort known as
Divitia appeared to protect the bridge from
Colonia, which lasted well into Frankish times.
Colonia was ravaged by Germanic soldiers in
355 and taken by the Franks in 462.
There were Cologne bishops early in the
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4th century after the Roman emperor Constantine professed Christianity and made his
empire tolerant. The first great episcopal figure of Cologne was St Severin, founder of
the monastery on the site of the church now
dedicated to him south of the Altstadt. For a
figure who left so few records his influence
was profound. He was possibly bishop for
half a century until c400 and was afterwards
venerated as the city’s protector. In times of
crisis over hundreds of years, such as during
outbreaks of plague, his shrine was carried
through the streets.
A Frankish German population continued
to occupy the site of the Roman city for centuries. The bishops were styled archbishops in
the 9th century. They were also secular lords
and from the mid-10th century were close to
the seat of German power. When Otto I was
crowned Holy Roman emperor in Aachen his
brother Bruno, then Cologne’s archbishop,
was elevated to the duchy of Lorraine. His
successors became electors of the Holy Roman
empire – a title they held until the empire was
dissolved by Napoleon – with the power to
approve candidates for the imperial throne.

This put the archbishops at the centre of fractious politics for almost 900 years and among
the most important temporal rulers in the German lands.
In 1164 the relics of the Three Magi (or
Wise Men), formerly in Constantinople and
Milan, were placed in Cologne’s cathedral
at the instigation of the emperor Frederick
Barbarossa. Until 1562, Holy Roman emperors would be anointed by the Archbishop
of Cologne in Aachen before being crowned
German king, one of their titles. A ritual procession followed, from Aachen through Col
ogne’s main west gate, the Hahnentorburg, to

do homage before the relics. The Dreikönigenschrein (Shrine of the Three Magi) was completed about 1225 after more than 40 years’
work. Cologne became a centre for pilgrims
and three crowns were added to the city’s
heraldic arms.
Control over the city’s affairs rested in the
hands of the townspeople from 1288, though a
city charter and constitution did not arrive for
another century.
The variety in the city’s 12 Romanesque
churches, in their essence older than the present cathedral, marks it out among German cities. Six of the churches are now designated minor basilicas by the Papacy. The churches are
arranged in two rings as part of a High Middle
Ages conception of a holy city. Their maintenance in this form is another of Cologne’s
architectural blessings, although much postwar restoration was necessary. Extensions to
the Roman walls were built from the 10th century and late in the 12th century a semicircular
wall circuit (enlarged to 8km) was thrown
up by the archbishop Philipp von Heinsberg,
making the walls the biggest in German lands
with 36 gates, 12 of them fortified.
In 1248 the next great building project, the
present cathedral, was started and proceeded
in stages for just over 300 years, then resumed
in the 19th century. It is Germany’s largest
cathedral, world heritage-listed by UNESCO,
and Germany’s most popular attraction.
The city’s university, founded in 1388,
venerates the example the great medieval theologians, the saint Albertus Magnus, a Dominican teacher who came to Cologne late in life.
Through his commentaries on Aristotle he was
one of the forerunners of modern scientific
method and was accorded the rare distinction
of being a doctor of the church. His remains
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rest in the church of St Andreas.
A lack of Baroque architecture highlights
Cologne’s relative economic decline during
the 17th and 18th centuries. But from 1709
the Italian Giovanni Maria Farina created
a new essence that acquired the name of the
city – eau de cologne. The French occupation
under Napoleon late in the 18th century is not
remembered fondly and financial demands
were such that the shrine of St Severin was
melted down for its gold – a bitter irony as
Severin was probably born in Bordeaux. In
1815 came the next sovereign authority, Protestant Prussia, whose main undertaking was
restarting cathedral construction in the resolutely Catholic city.
From Roman times, the frontier potential of
the Rhine was ever-present in strategic thinking and Deutz was fortified in the 13th century,
works wrecked by war in the 16th century and
later demolished. Deutz was refortified by the
Prussians after the defeat of Napoleon early in
the 19th century, when a network of forts was
built along the Rhine east bank, but almost all
this was removed by 1890, as Cologne’s walls
were mostly being torn down.
World War II bore heavily on Cologne,
like other industrial and transport centres, and
about three-quarters of the city was destroyed.
A characteristic of the restoration of many of
the medieval structures, such as city gates, is

the conspicuous insertion of surviving stone
fragments into the rebuilt walls.
The lifelong anti-Prussian Konrad Aden
auer was mayor of Cologne during World War
I, the Weimar republic and again after World
War II, but his great contribution to German
life was as first chancellor of West Germany
from 1949 to 1963. In a long and controversial
period in office, begun as an old man, he reestablished the notion of German democracy
in the aftermath of Hitler, resolutely opposed
communism and managed – as a Cologne citizen urgently aware of the importance of the
relationship – to establish a new partnership
with France after the bitterness of three wars in
less than a century. Adenauer pressed for German compensation for Israeli citizens for the
Holocaust and propounded a vision of European economic unity and security that started
his country on the road to the European Union.
Though espousing a more liberal tradition,
the Cologne novelist Heinrich Böll was also
controversial and equally an opponent of Nazism. He was a human rights advocate and
(though devout) a critic of the Catholic church,
authoritarianism and capitalism, not afraid to
use irony and satire. Böll received the Nobel
Prize for Literature in 1972, the first post-war
German writer to be honoured, largely for his
role in helping reshape German literature after
World War II. An international foundation in

RAVEN QUICK GUIDE
Tourist information: Kardinal-Höffner-Platz 1 (tel 0221-346430, M-Sa 9-20, Su 10-17).
Accommodation service: tel 0221-346430, email info@koelntourismus.de.
Money: ReiseBank, Hauptbahnhof main hall (M-F 7-21, Sa-Su 8-20); Deutsche Bank, An
der Dominikanern 11 (M & Th 9-13, 14-18, Tu-W 9-13, 14-16, F 9-13, 14-15.30); Sparkasse,
Hahnenstraße 57 (M-F 9-18); Sparda-Bank, Johannisstraße 60 (M & Th 9-18, Tu-W 9-16,
F 9-13); Postbank, Breite Straße 6 (M-F 9-18, Sa 9-14); Postbank, Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ring 28
(M-F 9-13, 14-18, Sa 9-12); Deutsche Bank, Hohenzollernring (M & Th 9-13, 14-18, Tu-W
9-13, 14-16, F 9-13, 14-15.30); Commerzbank, Hohenzollernring 74 (M & W 9-16, Tu & Th
9-18, F 9-14).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof main hall (€7 per day, €4 per 2 hours); Gepäckcenter (€6 per day).
Transit information: Neumarkt U-Bahn station mezzanine (M-F 8-20, Sa 8.30-18);
Chlodwigplatz 3 (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 8.30-14); Ehrenfeldgürtel 14 (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 8.30-14);
Schweidtweilerstraße 38 (M-F 9-18); Wiener Platz U-Bahn station mezzanine (M-F 7.30-19,
Sa 8.30-14).
Post: Breite Straße 6 (M-F 9-18, Sa 9-14); Sudermanplatz 1A (M-F 9-13, 14-18, Sa 9-13);
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ring 28 (M-F 9-13, 14-18, Sa 9-12); Venloer Straße 231B (M-F 9-18, Sa
9-14); Kartäuserwall 7 (M 9-18, Tu-F 9-13, 14-18, Sa 9-13); Roonstraße 40 (M 9-18, Tu-F
9-13, 14-18, Sa 9-13).
Internet: Starbucks, Hauptbahnhof D-passage (M-Su 4-3); Neumarkt 1A (M-Th 6.30-21, F
6.30-22, Sa 7-22, Su 9-20); Gürzenichstraße 21A (M-Th 8-21, F 8-21.30, Sa 9-21.30, 9-19);
Hohenzollernring 70 (M-Th 6.30-22, F 6.30-24, Sa 7.30-24, Su 7.30-22).
Laundry: Eco-Express Waschsalon, Friedrichstraße 12 (M-Sa 6-23); Eco-Express
Waschsalon, Gutenberg Straße 73 (M-Sa 6-23); Eco-Express Waschsalon, Zülpicher
Straße 58 (M-Sa 6-23); Eco-Express Waschsalon, Ubierring 21 (M-Sa 6-23); Waschsalon
Korkani, Severinstraße 74 (M-Sa 6-23); Eco-Express Waschsalon, Richard-Wagner-Straße
2 (M-Sa 6-23); Eco-Express Waschsalon, Hansaring 68 (M-Sa 6-23).
Police: tel 110; Bundespolizei, Hauptbahnhof B-passage and Marzellenstraße 3 (tel 0221160930); Stolkgasse 47 (tel 0221-2294130); Walter-Pauli-Ring 2 (tel 0221-2294630).
Pharmacy: Apotheke im Hauptbahnhof, Hauptbahnhof Breslauer Platz exit (M-F 6-21.30,
Sa 8-21.30, Su 10-18); Dom Apotheke, Bahnhofsvorplatz 1 (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 9-18.30);
Hansa Apotheke, Ebertplatz 7 (M-F 8-19, Sa 9-16); Behring-Apotheke, Kaiser-WilhelmRing 6 (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 9-13); Reh-Apotheke, Barbarossaplatz 6 (M-F 8-19, Sa 9.30-16);
Colonia-Apotheke, Ubierring 17 (M-F 8.30-18.30, Sa 9-14).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Uniklinik Köln, Kerpener Straße 62 (tel 0221-4780); St Antonius Krankenhaus,
Schillerstraße 23 (tel 0221-37931630); Kliniken der Stadt Köln, Neufelder Straße 34,
(tel 0221-89070); Krankenhaus der Augustinerinnen, Jakobstraße 27 (tel 0221-33080);
Krankenhaus Porz am Rhein, Urbacher Weg 1, Porz (tel 02203-5661293).
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his name now offers comment and analysis
of policy from green perspectives.
Altstadt
The medieval and Roman city centres were
closely associated. The cathedral’s present
north facade is on the line of the Roman wall.
Roncalliplatz to the south of the cathedral is
the address of the Römisch-Germanisches
Museum and stretches to Am Hof, which
leads toward the Rhine and Bechergasse.
Underneath all this are the remains of Roman
buildings. Just to the south is Alter Markt, the
medieval market square, but in Roman times
the Rhine’s course was different and this
area was a harbour sheltered by a long island
stretching from north of Hohenzollernbrücke
almost to today’s Severinsbrücke.
The old city centre suffered grievously
under World War II bombing, but the restored
buildings of the east side of Alter Markt, down
Lintgasse and at Fischmarkt on today’s Rhine
bank, retain some German old-town feel. The
church of Groß St Martin was once a Roman
warehouse site on a Rhine island. The Rathaus
tower dominates Alter Markt’s west side and
steps beside it lead up to Rathausplatz, where
the Praetorium – or Roman governor’s headquarters – stood and the Renaissance Rathaus
portico stands above what was its south wing.
Judengasse marks where the medieval mikvah
baths stood, an ongoing dig site for archaeologists. At the south end, Obenmarspforten labels the place where a Roman gate dedicated
to Mars led east to what was the Roman bridge
over the Rhine.
The fountain between the road and the
sewer is not original but rather an adaptation
of Mediterranean models.
To the west along Obenmarspforten runs
Hohe Straße, now a pedestrian street and –
with Schildergasse – the city’s shopping hub,
but formerly the main Roman north-south
road. About 80m to the south it ran through
the forum, the Roman city’s public centre.
Hohe Straße leads back north toward the
cathedral district. Directly opposite the cathedral main portal stands a remnant of the
Roman north gate, where the Rhine road led
north.
Information
The office of KölnTourismus (www.cologne-tourism.com) is at Kardinal-HöffnerPlatz 1, opposite the cathedral main portal. The office also has a service hotline (tel
0221-346430, M-F 9-18). The English version
is reached by a button at bottom right of the
homepage. The mobile website www.koelntourismus.mobi also has an English version,
although users should expect some of the Instagram material to be German.
The city website www.cologne.de has
background information and useful links for
visitors. At street corners a system of red-andwhite signposts to city attractions helps pick
out the sights.
Internet: Hotspot.Koeln is a free public
WLAN and users enter name, email address
and mobile phone number into an online form.
The connection closes after one hour, but u sers
can immediately log in again. All antennas use
a 100 megabit broadband connection. Sites
include main public spaces auch as Bahnhofs
vorplatz, Domvorplatz, Roncalliplatz, Alter
Markt, Rathausplatz, Heumarkt, Neumarkt,
Rudolfplatz, Barbarossaplatz and key museums.

The present Kölner Dom, consecrated to St Peter and St Mary,
took more than 630 years to
complete – meaning the cathedral
should be described as Gothic
and Neogothic. However the
UNESCO listing citation says
that despite the long building
process the structure is totally
unified. The first church buildings were from early in the 4th
century, built over a c50AD
Roman site once thought to be a
temple for Mercury Augustus. A
second cathedral was built in the
9th century. Work on the present
cathedral began in 1248 to do
justice to the Shrine of the Three
Magi, but caused a fire that destroyed the earlier building. Halts
to building in 1473 and 1560 left
a crane on top. The project was
not resumed until 1842 following
rediscovery of medieval plans
and a Romantic enthusiasm taken
up by the Prussian regime. Final completion came in 1880, briefly making the cathedral
the tallest building in the world with towers topping out at 157m. The vast inner space is
more than 400,000 cubic metres and the plan is perhaps fractionally larger than London’s St Paul’s. It is considered the largest Gothic church in northern Europe. The floors
commemorate the burials of bishops and archbishops. Much of the stained glass is from
the 19th century, but the 14th century windows are the biggest of their period in Europe
and the choir stalls and high altar are contemporary. The central treasure is the gilt and
silver filigreed and bejewelled shrine, begun by Nicholas of Verdun in the Mosan style and
completed about 1225. It stands above the high altar and shows, among Biblical scenes,
the Adoration of the Magi.At 1.5m long, it is the largest medieval shrine. The 14th century
black marble high altar slab, weighing more than six tonnes, is decorated with white
marble figures. What seemed miraculous after World War II was the sight of the cathedral
scarred but unbroken amid city ruins. What seems remarkable today is the gilt appearance the sandstone exterior often takes on in photographs. Five or six masses take place
daily as well as special events and the cathedral (generally May-Oct M-Su 6-21, Nov-Apr
M-Su 6-19.30) is closed to visitors during these. One-hour tours in English (M-Sa 10.30
& 14.30, Su 14.30, €8/6) meet inside the main west portal. Information and tickets are
available at DomForum at Domkloster 3 (Roncalliplatz 2 during renovations). For the
treasury, see the Museum section. For the tower climb, see Views. Take S6, 11-13 or 19 to
Hauptbahnhof or U5, 16 or 18 to Dom/Hauptbahnhof.
In front of the cathedral portal in Kardinal-HöffnerPlatz is the former eastern arch, almost 4m high, of
the Roman north gate that admitted the north-south
Roman road (followed by today’s Hohe Straße). It
stands a few metres south-east of its original position.
The full structure was impressive at more than 30m
wide with a central arch (inscribed with the initials of
Colonia Claudia Ara Agrippinensium and now in the
Römisch-Germanisches Museum), replete with colonnades, powerful flanking gate towers and a portcullis. It
was later incorporated into various medieval structures
and eventually the cathedral’s chapter house. Take S6,
11-13 or 19 to Hauptbahnhof or U5, 16 or 18 to Dom/
Hauptbahnhof.
An earlier (974) church was consecrated on the
site of the Dominican church St Andreas (M-F
7.30-18, Sa-Su 8-18) on Komödienstraße on the
old Roman north wall. But the surviving church
of 1220 holds special importance, not just for its
architecture and original Romanesque paintings.
In the crypt is the sarcophagus of the great
church and natural philosopher St Albertus
Magnus, who had a close association with
Cologne late in his eventful life and founded the
city’s university. The Gothic hall was added in
the 15th century. Take S6, 11-13 or 19 to
Hauptbahnhof or U5, 16 or 18 to
Dom/Hauptbahnhof.

Apps: The Cologne Guide-App is available
in iPhone and Android formats at the English
version of the KölnTourismus website. Col
ogne Offline city Map Lite has a lot of detail,
including a street index, and works offline
with OpenStreetMap data, but is in Android
format only (4.0 and up). The premium version is inexpensive.
Publications: The city guides are many.
Publicon’s Cologne on the Rhine: Cathedral
and city guide (€7.50) puts primary focus on
the cathedral but covers other churches, attractions and faces of the city. Rahmel Verlag
offers Cologne: Cathedral & city guide (64
pages, €5.80) with similar emphasis. Other
cathedral guides include Greven Verlag’s Col
ogne Cathedral by Arnold Wolff (64 pages,
€4.90), Verlag Kölner Dom’s Cologne Cath
edral: Colour guide with the treasury by
Barbara Schock-Werner (46 pages, €4.50) or
Cologne Cathedral by the same author (120
pages , €19.90). J.P. Bachem Verlag’s Cologne
Cathedral on Foot (€1.95) is a budget booklet. Through its several editions unrivalled
as a detailed guide to Cologne’s history for
the serious traveller is J.P. Bachem’s RomanGermanic Cologne by Gerta Wolff (€19.95),
useful before departure, in the museum or
on the street when tracking down ancient remains. The seasonal and bilingual Köln Guide
(€1 hard-copy) looks at coming city events
and covers sights, museums, self-guided walks
and practical information. It can be downloaded free as a PDF from the KölnTourismus
website. The KölnTourismus KölnShop has
publications about city attractions as well as
souvenirs.
Bookshops: Domforum (M-F 9.30-18, Sa
9.30-17, Su 13-17) at Domkloster 3 (Roncalli
platz 2 during renovations) has literature and
other information about the cathedral. Both
Taschen (M-Sa 10-20), Neumarkt 3, and
Mayersche Buchhandlung (M-Sa 9.30-20),
Neumarkt 2, have good collections of books
in English, especially travel books. Buchhandlung Walther König (M-Sa 10-19), at Ehrenstraße 4, also has a good selection. Buchhandlung Ludwig (M-Sa 10-19) is handy in the
Hauptbahnhof. For art and history there is also
a Cedon shop at the Wallraf-Richartz-Museum
(see Museums).
Transport
Cologne is at the centre of the German region
probably best served all round by fast and frequent transport, including links with France
and the Benelux countries.
Air: Cologne Bonn (Köln Bonn) airport, 15km
south-east of Cologne, operates 24 hours and
has a rail station (take S13, a 15-minute journey, or DB regional trains and some highspeed inter-city services). Flights arrive from
the UK (Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester,
Bristol and Edinburg), European cities such as
Prague/Prag, Vienna/Wien, Salzburg, Zürich,
Rome, Milan, Naples, Budapest Stockholm
and Copenhagen and Mediterranean airports as well as Berlin, Hamburg, Munich/
München, Leipzig and Dresden. Düsseldorf’s
airport (regional trains or S-Bahn line S11)
offers another network of connections.
Rail: Train services on either bank of the
Rhine are many. Most main-line trains run
from Köln Hauptbahnhof but others stop
across the Rhine bridge at Köln Messe/Deutz
only. Trains run many times daily to and from
Koblenz (55-60 minutes, longer for regional
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The 1678 Jesuit church St Mariä Himmelfahrt
(M-Su 8-18) at Marzellenstraße 26 is the most
impressive Baroque church in the Altstadt. Designed
by Christoph Wamser during the Thirty Years War,
it took 60 years to complete. It introduced Romanesque (in the towers) and Gothic (window) elements
into the later period in ways characteristic of
Counter Reformation practice. The church is a rare
representative of Baroque style in a city that was
surviving a depressed period. Intricate vaulting and
galleries are interior features. The decoration had to
be reconstructed after World War II bombing. Take
S6, 11-13 or 19 to Hauptbahnhof or U5, 16 or 18 to
Dom/Hauptbahnhof.
The Romano-British saint Ursula and her 11,000 virginal
handmaidens were at the centre of tales of mass murder by
the Huns late in the 4th century. The site of the Romanesque
Basilika St Ursula (Tu-F 15-17, Sa 10-12, 15-17, Su 1517) at Ursulaplatz was said to be their burial ground. There
was a Roman graveyard on the site and bones from this
were gathered into a unique reliquary, now in the Goldene
Kammer (entry €2 by request to duty staff), bizarrely arran
ged into words and symbols. Apart from this remarkable
sight, what is verifiable is that parts of the church belong
to the 12th and 13th centuries, Ursula is shaped in stone on
the north side of the apse, and a 17th century Baroque spire
was added. It is now a minor basilica. Take U12 or U15 to
Hansaring or U16 or U18 to Breslauer Platz/Hauptbahnhof.
The 1247 late Romanesque monastery church Basilika
St Kunibert (M-Su 10-18) at Kunibertsklostergasse was
consecrated to an early 7th century Cologne bishop and
counsellor of Frankish kings. Kunibert’s relics were laid
here in a church of the period, followed by the interment
of two early missionary martyrs, both named Ewald. The
newer pilgrimage church followed canonisation of the
three. The structure required extensive rebuilding after a
19th century tower collapse and again after World War II.
There are valuable textiles including one of the Ewalds’
pall cloth, stained glass from the 1220s and parts of the
1250 wall painting in the baptistery. The crypt is not
usually accessible. The church is now a minor basilica.
Take U16 or U18 to Breslauer Platz/Hauptbahnhof.
The basalt and tuff tower Weckschnapp or Kuniberts
turm, standing 17m on Konrad-Adenauer-Ufer, is a
survival of the bigger Kunibertstorburg (1233) the northern
corner of Cologne’s medieval wall. The fortification was
extended by the archbishop Engelbert in the 1260s and
the surviving tower formed part of the outer of two walls.
According to legend, it contained prison rooms used for
interrogations and execution, but this is considered unlikely. Large parts of the Kunibertstorburg, which was similar
to the surviving part of the Bayenturm, were wrecked
by ice and flood in 1784 and the wall and fortification
were demolished in the 1880s and 1890s. The tower was
incorporated in a house in the 1950s. Take U12 or 15-18 to
Ebertplatz and walk east on Theodor-Heuss-Ring.
The Eigelsteintorburg over Eigelstein near
Ebertplatz was one of the 12 medieval city gates
of Cologne, built as part of refortification works
during the decades around the turn of the 13th
century. An earlier gate had been about 200m to
the south. The wall’s semicircle is easy to pick
out in the city map of today, although the wall
along the Rhine bank has gone. The suspended
boat is the remains of a cutter from the German
cruiser Cöln, which was sunk in 1914, as a
memorial to the hands lost. The sculpture is from
the late 19th century, when the gate was restored
after the demolition of the city walls for city
expansion. Take U12, 15, 16 or 18 to Ebertplatz.
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trains), where there are connections to Trier,
Mainz (80 minutes, with connections to Mann
heim, Stuttgart and Saarbrücken), Frankfurt
airport and Frankfurt (both about one hour).
Other Frankfurt trains (at least hourly, some
from Köln Messe/Deutz only) run via Limburg
(80-90 minutes). The frequent Cologne-Bonn
regional trains take about 25 minutes. For
Cologne-Bonn U-Bahn services, see the Urban transit entry below.
Cologne-Bremen services (hourly during
the day, mostly about three hours 10 minutes) may run either via Düsseldorf, Duisburg
and Münster or via Dortmund and Münster
with connections to Hamburg (just over four
hours). Connections with Hannover will be via
Hamm or Münster.
Connections between Cologne and Düsseldorf (in the adjacent VRR region) can be made
by regional train (30-40 minutes), by S-Bahn
using S6 (about one hour) or S11 (via Neuss,
about 70 minutes). S11 continues to Düsseldorf airport.
Regional services to and from Aachen are
hourly (just over 50 minutes) but fast trains
(eight times daily) cut this time by to 35 minutes. International trains cross the Belgian
border near Liége and continue to Brussels/
Brüssel (eight times daily, one hour 50 minutes), but on the Thalys services surcharges
are payable. Direct services from Amsterdam
(seven times daily, between two hours 40 minutes and two hours 50 minutes) run via Düsseldorf, Duisburg, Arnhem and Utrecht.
For ticket advice and sales the Deutsche
Bahn Reisezentrum (M-F 6-22, Sa-Su 7-21) is
in the Hauptbahnhof main hall and ticket machines are outside the door. The 24-hour DB
information counter is in the centre of the main
hall near the Bahnhofsvorplatz exit.
The FlixTrain-operated Hamburg (4-4¼
hours) or Berlin (5¼-6¼ hours) services
(www.flixtrain.de) run once or twice daily.
Online Cologne-Berlin fares (via Hannover)
are between €15 and €30 weekdays, up to
€70 at weekends. Cologne-Hamburg (including Hamburg-Altona) fares vary between €20
and €30 most days, but are up to €40 Fridays.
Stops include Düsseldorf, Essen and Münster.
Luggage storage at the Hauptbahnhof
varies from the German norm. The GepäckCenter, in D-passage not far from the Bahnhofsvorplatz main exit, is an automated system attached to a payments machine that prints
a magnetic receipt to be inserted at collection.
Storage for up to two hours costs €4, or 24
hours €7. The alternative is a left-luggage
counter (€6 per day, M-Su 6-22) in the main
hall near the east Bahnhofsvorplatz exit.
Showers are available in E-passage near
the Breslauer Platz side. For other assistance,
especially with small children, the Bahnhofs
mission (M-Su 7-19, tel 0221-1395438) is in
section E of platform 1.
Bus: The central bus station (ZOB) is on the
north side of the Hauptbahnhof at Breslauer
Platz handles only local and regional buses.
Long-distance services, including international buses, use Cologne Bonn airport (Köln Süd,
take S13 or S19) or the bus terminal on the
west side of Leverkusen-Mitte S-Bahn station,
north of Cologne (Köln Nord, take S6).
FlixBus (global.flixbus.com) Cologne-Bremen direct services (from Leverkusen or the
airport, 6¼-6¾ hours) are at night. Several
daytime connections with transfers in Dortmund, Essen, Duisburg, Münster or Hannover

THE ROMAN WALL
The near-trapezoid plan of the Roman city is clear in the modern street plan and it is
relatively easy to walk the line of Roman wall, although city maps may not label all
the relevant streets. For the detailed guide to all remains, use the handbook RomanGermanic Cologne, (see the Information section). The Roman wall plan appears mapped
on plaques in the paving at noteworthy sites. The north-east tower was under the south
side of the Hauptbahnhof and the north wall ran parallel with Trankgasse along the main
north facade of the cathedral (bisecting the cathedral treasury), to the north gate that
remains visible. Here the gate would have accommodated the main north-south street
Cardo Maximus, today’s Hohe Straße. Walkers heading west should divert slightly south
off Komödienstraße to Burgmauer (the wall ran between) and find a round tower at No.14
using the old foundation.
Where Mariengartengasse bends south, follow the handful of steps down to the
intersection of Komödienstraße and Tunisstraße, where another tower foundation is
visible on the traffic island at the top. Burgmauer resumes across Tunisstraße and
at Appellhofplatz another a further tower site is marked by a fountain area known as
Römerbrunnen, with reliefs of a dozen Roman emperors and a towering statue of the wolf
from the Roman foundation legend of Romulus and Remus. The rear wall of the Zeughaus
(now Kölnisches Stadtmuseum) used the wall foundation and beyond a section of standing
wall is preserved. Here Burgmauer and Zeughausstraße converge.
At Am Römerturm, the tower Römerturm for which
the street was named (the only Cologne tower fully
preserved) comes into view, forming the wall corner
at St-Apern-Straße. The wall turns south here, part
of the so-called Helenenturm being visible on the
north side of Helenenstraße.
Further south the wall paralleled the curve of
St-Apern-Straße near the corner of Breite Straße.
From here it is best to use Gertrudenstraße to
continue south behind the church of St Aposteln,
where at the west end of Neumarkt the foundations
of the main west city gate were found and parts of
the wall stood until the 18th century. The Roman
aqueduct entered the city at Im Laach. Across the U-Bahn lines of Hahnenstraße on
Im Laach and Clemenstraße and under the parking garage between Lungengasse and
Spinnmühlengasse, the foundations of two Gallo-Roman temples were excavated.
From Bobstraße take Reinholdstraße further south, then use Alexianstraße to retrace a few
steps west to Mauritiussteinweg. After No.44, between the housing blocks at right angles
to the street wall, sections can be glimpsed in two small green areas (and behind garages
further on). At Griechenpforte, just to the left, more tower footings are visible at the point
where the wall swung east along the line followed today by Alte Mauer am Bach. Past
the spiral footbridge ramp at Poststraße it is easy to divert around the blocking building (a
tower remains beneath).
From Bachemstraße, use Blaubach to trace the wall line, which is to the rear of the present
buildings, across Neuköllner Straße. The main south city gate was at Hohe Pforte. About
50m east along Mühlenbach wall segments are visible behind the bus stop. At An der
Malzmühle 1 is the Ubiermonument, the square south-east city tower that is older than
the Roman fortification, but later incorporated in it. Its small museum is open only the first
Thursday each month (14-17, entry free) but the nearby wall can be glimpsed any time
through the gateway to a private residential car park.
Here the wall line tracks directly north and is harder to follow on the street plan. Using
Königstraße (site of the southern Rhine gate), track west about 30m, then north through
the narrow gate into Lichhof, the space behind the church of St Maria im Kapitol, named
for the Roman Capitoline temple that was once on the site. Continuing north, it is
possible (despite the U-Bahn) to cross the east-west streets without impediment, using
Vor St Martin and the U-Bahn underpass at Heumarkt, picking up Martinstraße beyond
Augustinerstraße (wall fragment) as far as the Rathaus, now the site of excavations.
Past the portico, standing right before the tower, the viewer is standing above the Roman
Praetorium, where the museum entrance is in Kleine Budengasse (see Museums). It and
the Roman sewer beneath were closed late in 2019, but see below.
Unter Taschenmacher follows the wall line north and into Kurt-Hackenberg-Platz. Here
another gate provided access to the river bank. A few metres east along Am Hof, a section
of the basalt-paved Hafenstraße, the road to the Rhine Roman harbour, now runs on the
south side of the Römisch-Germanisches Museum. It formerly led more than 30m to the
northern harbour gate. Next to the harbour road is a 5m section of the sewer that flowed
into the Rhine, which had an arm flowing further west than today’s river, and on the north
side is a short, transplanted section of town wall.
Museum Ludwig is built out over the wall line: Am Domhof leads underneath, near the
Roman houses where the museum’s prized floor mosaic was found. The course of the wall
is complete at the railway’s south track, east of the cathedral.

range from 6½ to 8¼ hours. Daily direct buses
to and from Hamburg take between seven and
nine hours. Check Cologne departure points
carefully.
Most FlixBus direct Aachen services (from
the airport) take one to two hours. Direct
Koblenz buses (1¾ hours) run three or four
times daily and there are daily direct Trier
buses (3¼ hours). Direct Frankfurt or Frankfurt airport buses (two-3½ hours) are frequent
(every hour or so in daylight). A handful of
daily direct Cologne-Berlin services vary between 8½ and 12 hours. There are also multiple direct buses to and from Amsterdam
(three-4½ hours), Brussels (3¼-5½ hours) and
Paris (8¾-10 hours). Antwerp/Antwerpen and
Luxembourg/Luxemburg connections require
a change.
Eurolines-Deutsche Touring (www.
eurolines.de), running from Cologne Bonn
airport, has Cologne-Frankfurt direct services
(2¾-3¼ hours) three or four times daily. Cologne-Munich direct buses (10¼-11¼ hours)
run two or three times daily and daily Cologne-Nuremberg buses (6¼ hours) run via
Würzburg, but from Cologne these arrive in
both cities after midnight. There are one or
two daily buses to and from Brussels (except
Wednesdays, 3¼-4¼ hours). Direct Amsterdam buses (six hours) run daily but other connections require changes. Direct Paris buses
(7¼-9¼ hours) run daily except Wednesdays.
There is a Eurolines-Deutsche Touring ticket desk (M-F 7.30-17.30, Sa 7.30-13.30, Su
8-13.30) at the arrivals level of the airport,
Terminal 2D.
BlaBlaBus (www.blablacar.co.uk), using
the Cologne Bonn airport terminal, offers an
overnight direct Cologne-Berlin service (Tu,
10¼ hours) as well as daytime connections
with a change in Dortmund. There are also
direct Hamburg buses (6¾-eight hours) three
to six times daily, including an overnight service, and Bremen links (seven hours) involve a
change in Dortmund. Multiple direct Frankfurt
services (two hours, or 2½ hours via Frankfurt
airport) run daily.
BlaBlaBus direct Amsterdam buses (four
or five hours) run five times daily, including
overnight services, and direct Brussels ser
vices (three-3¼ hours) run daily.
The Czech line RegioJet (www.regiojet.
com) has daily Amsterd am direct
buses (six hours). The Bulgarian line
Karat-S (www.karat-s.com) also has daily
direct Cologne-Frankfurt buses (three hours).
The Portuguese line Rede Expressos (www.
rede-expressos.pt) runs three Cologne-Paris
weekly return services, with departures from
Cologne Bonn airport (Tu, Th & Sa, 9¼-9¾
hours) and Paris (W, F & Su, 8¼ hours). The
Spanish line ALSA (www.alsa.com) mirrors
this service, running Paris-Cologne Bonn
airport (W, F & Su, 8¼ hours) and Cologne
to Paris (Tu, Th & Sa, 9¼ hours). ALSA also
has direct services to Brussels (4¼ hours)
three times a week (Tu, Th & Sa) and back to
Cologne (3¾ hours, W, F & Su).
Cruise ships: KD Deutsche Rheinschiffahrt
(www.k-d.com) Mainz-Cologne services from
late April to early October are scenic routes
offering castles (especially between Mainz
and Koblenz) and vineyards at a photographic pace. Upstream cruises (mid Apr-early
Oct, 5¼ hours) reach Linz with the prospect
of a two-hour stop in Bonn. In high season
only (mid Jul-mid Aug) it is possible to reach
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Cologne’s Roman wall is most substantial on Burgmauer, west of the Zeughaus.
The Renaissance Zeughaus (1602) was built using
the Roman north wall as its south side and shows
characteristic period stepped gables, an octagonal
tower and ornate portal. It served until 1792 as the
city armoury and later was similarly used by the
Prussian army. It was destroyed in World War II but
rebuilt in the 1950s and reopened as Cologne’s city
museum (see Museums), topped by H.A. Schult’s
winged car. The fountain to the east (1915), depicting Roman emperors and empresses, used Roman
tower footings and remains of the Roman wall stretch
west along Burgmauer. Take U5 to Appellhofplatz/
Zeughaus or U3, 4, 16 or 18 to Appellhofplatz/Breite
Straße.
The surviving tower known simply as
Römerturm (c50AD) was the north-west
tower of the Roman town wall, which today is
incorporated into a building at the west end of
Zeughausstraße between Am Römerturm and
St-Apern-Straße. The stones of the tower, which
was fought around during the last street battles
of World War II, preserve their almost mosaic
appearance. Parts of the north wall stretch back
toward the cathedral along Burgmauer. Part of
the so-called Helenenturm are to the south, on
the north side of Helenenstraße. Take U5 to
Appellhofplatz/Zeughaus or U3, 4, 16 or 18 to
Appellhofplatz/Breite Straße.
The Basilika St Gereon (1227) at the corner of
Gereonstraße and Christophstraße is a Romanesque
adaption with a large oval dome on a complex
10-sided plan with origins in a 4th century mausoleum. Roman period stone and walls were reused
in the medieval structure, which includes galleries.
St Gereon, from Cologne, was a leading figure of
the 3rd century story of the Theban Legion, whose
martyrs were worshipped on the site, and his relics
were unearthed in 1121. There are valuable mosaics
and baptistery paintings and the early 11th century
St Gereon tapestry that formerly hung inside is the
oldest known to survive in Europe: portions are in
museums in Nuremberg and Berlin. The full minor
basilica (Tu-F 10-12, 15-17, Sa 10-12) is open limited hours, the vestibule M-Su 9-18. The Neogothic
column Mariensäule (1858) in the park behind was
part of the veneration movement after the announcement of the doctrine of the 
Immaculate Conception. Take U12 or U15 to Christophstraße/Mediapark and walk
south-east on Gereonstraße.
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 oblenz upstream with an overnight link at
K
Linz. Shrewd timetable management allow
further trips as far as Boppard or Rüdesheim
(with one to five hours in Koblenz). Travel to
or from Bonn (three or 1¾ hours) is possible
most of the season. For more details of Cologne-Bonn services, see Cruises below.
KD cruises depart from the Am Leystapel
ticket office (tel 0221-2583011) near Fischmarkt.
Urban transit: The English website of
Kölner Verkehrs-Betriebe (www.kvb.koeln/
en) has information on tickets and a fare matrix
in the menus, plus maps of regional and extraregional connections. On the German version
www.kvb.koeln, a click on the help button at
right provides an English window explaining
how to use timetables and interactive maps
and get times of next departure by stop.
There are five KVB KundenCenter service
centres (see Quick guide above). The central
one is at Neumarkt U-Bahn station on the
mezzanine in Hugo Passage; another is south
of the city centre at Chlodwigplatz 3. KVB
ticket counters are in the U-Bahn passage of
the Dom/Hauptbahnhof underground U-Bahn
station (M-F 7.30-20, Sa 9-19, Su 11-19), the
U-Bahn mezzanine at Neumarkt (M-F 7.3020, Sa 9-19) and the U-Bahn mezzanine at
Ebertplatz (M-F 7.30-19). Verkehrsverbund
Rhein-Sieg (VRS) is the regional transport coordinator and determines fares.
The network consists of U-Bahn (in Col
ogne termed the Stadtbahn, a light rail network
with underground segments) and buses. The
U-Bahn and a handful of buses serve the inner
city. The U-Bahn also runs to nearby Bonn
(direct via U16 or U18, about one hour), as do
DB regional trains. There are fewer S-Bahn
stops in the city and its suburbs; the less frequent S-Bahn comes into its own between
city centres, although S-Bahn services are
not available between Cologne and central
Bonn. S13 and S19 run between Cologne
and Cologne-Bonn airport, as do DB regional trains. A project connecting a U-Bahn line
(U5) directly under the city from Breslauer
Platz on the north side of the Hauptbahnhof,
as far as Marktstraße to the south, with aboveground eastern extensions to the Rhine west
bank and further south along Bonner Straße to
Arnoldshöhe, is slated for completion in 2022.
Tickets can be bought at a KundenCenter
or at almost 150 retail points around Cologne
and must be validated at the start of the journey
or the start of the relevant period. Ticket mach
ines, which dispense validated tickets, are at
city U-Bahn stops and on board the U-Bahn
network but, like many VRS ticket machines,
these accept coins or cards only. Mobile phone
tickets for single journeys or 24-hour, weekly or monthly fares are available 3% cheaper
using the KVB app.
A short-trip ticket (up to four stops including a change in Cologne, covering 20 minutes)
for an adult costs €2 and for children (ages 6
to 14) €1. Strip tickets for adults/children for
four such trips (these can be shared between
passengers by validating the necessary stripes)
are €8/4. Children under 6 travel free with
an adult. Short-trip tickets are valid on the
U-Bahn and buses, but not on S-Bahn or regional trains.
Fare scales are based on travel within or
between municipalities in the VRS region
(CityTicket or 1a, with a separate, higher 1b
fare payable for Cologne or Bonn), between

Groß St Martin (Tu-F 9.30-18, Sa 9.30-17, Su 13-17) at
Am Fischmarkt is the biggest of Cologne’s Romanesque
churches with a crossing tower reaching 75m when the
Gothic spire is added. The trefoil plan common in the city,
a survival from the 12th century, was used. A Roman chapel stood on what was an island in the river but, according
to early sources, the first medieval church was founded in
the 10th century by St Bruno. The present church (1250)
long belonged to a Benedictine abbey but the abbey was
torn down and rebuilding of the church was necessary at
various times, notably after World War II bombing left it a
hulk. Excavations underneath (Tu-F 9-12, 13-17, Sa 9.3012, 13-17, Su 13-17, €0.50) revealed Roman remains. Take
U5 to Rathaus or U1, 5, 7 or 9 to Heumarkt.
The Altes Rathaus next to Alter Markt was extensively damaged in World War II and the early 15th century tower of 61m,
with its many statues of historical figures including Agrippa
and Agrippina, St Severin and his s uccessor bishop Eberi
gisil, was completely rebuilt. Surviving was the facade of the
Italian-influenced Renaissance portico (1573) to Rathausplatz
and parts of the 14th century H
 ansasaal, used for Hanseatic
League meetings. Parts of the Roman Praetorium (see Mus
eums) have been excavated beneath, along with the Roman
sewers. Both were closed at the time of writing. In the tower
of more than 60m, a carillion sounds daily at 09.00, 15.00 and
17.00. The Jan-von-Werth-Brunnen (1880) in the centre of
Alter Markt remembers the imperial c avalry general associ
ated in folktale with Cologne’s Karneval. Take U5 to Rathaus.
The Gürzenich (1447) at the corner of Martinstraße and Gürzenichstraße is a Late Gothic banquet hall with corner towers built
for civic receptions and high-society events. Once an imperial
assembly was held here and in 1849 Karl Marx proclaimed his
Communist Manifesto inside. Until the late 19th century, when
it was a concert venue, it had intricate wooden interiors. It was
a stock exchange for almost 50 years but after war damage
was rebuilt for concerts and, later, other events. Not restored,
but with walls resurrected, is its neighbour around the corner
in Quatermarkt, the bombed-out shell of Alt St Alban (before
1172, rebuilt c1670), a Romanesque church left as a memorial to
victims of bombing, with replicas of Käthe Kollwitz sculptures
for reflection. There is also a memorial to POWs. Take U1, 5, 7
or 9 to Heumarkt. Picture © Thomas Becker/123RF.com
The 13th century Minoritenkirche (M-Sa 9-17, Su 10-17) at
Kolpingplatz was a typical long-hall Gothic Franciscan
church with ridge turret, dedicated to the Immaculate Conception. It was later enlarged to three aisles. There are remains of
14th century frescoes and the high altar (1480) shoes scenes
from Christ’s life around the figure of the Virgin with Child.
It holds the graves of the priest to industrial workers and
tradesmen Adolph Kolping, who was ordained in the church,
and the High Middle Ages Scots Franciscan philosopher and
theologian John Duns Scotus. Both have been beatified by the
Catholic church. The building was restored in the 19th cent
ury, after World War II destruction, and again in 2010. Take
U3, 4, 16 or 18 to Appellhofplatz/Breite Straße. Picture ©
Raimond Spekking/CC BY-SA 4.0 (via Wikimedia Commons)
The Dufthaus 4711 Stammhaus (M-F 9.3018.30, Sa 9.30-18) at Glockengasse 4 is the home
of 4711. The number was first given by French
occupiers to the city block. Production of eau de
cologne began in the Neogothic building in 1792.
At the south facade, an hourly carillon (9-19)
now plays La Marseillaise and inside – as well
as a fountain of eau de cologne – is a tapestry
from the Paris factory Gobelin. French culture
is celebrated despite attempts by the Napoleonic
authorities to get the manufacturers to reveal their
formula. Museum tours are available. Take U3, 4,
16 or 18 to Appellhofplatz/Breite Straße. Picture
© Mäurer & Wirtz GmbH & Co KG

adjacent municipalities (CityTicketPlus or
2a, with a higher fare 2b into or out of Col
ogne or Bonn). Three levels of RegioTicket
(fares 3, 4 or 5) span multiple municipalities,
the top fares covering the whole VRS region.
The price levels for each journey are listed for
each route’s destinations on maps at each stop.
Fares 6 and 7 extend into the neighbouring
VRR (Düsseldorf-Essen-Dortmund-Duisburg)
and AVV (Aachen) regions (see Rail transport
above).
The CityTicket 1b fare for a longer one-way
journey within Cologne (or Bonn) is €3/1.60.
The 1a fare for a single journey elsewhere is
€2.50/1.30. A 24-hour ticket for the 1b zones
costs €8.80 per person (1a €7.30). A 24-hour
1b ticket for a group of five (valid after 9.00
weekdays and all day Saturday and Sunday)
is €13.40 (1a €10.30). A one-week 1b ticket
is €26.30, a one-month 1b ticket (€98.50). A
day ticket covering travel between and within
Cologne and Bonn (fare 4) is €19.10 (€27.10
for a group of five) while a single ticket from
one to the other is €8.20/3.80.
The four-journey strip tickets are available
at all price levels, allowing changes of line
as part of single journeys within time limits
(short trips 20 minutes, 1a or 1b 90 minutes,
2a or 2b two hours, levels 3 or 4 – covering
a Bonn-Cologne or Cologne-Bonn journey
– 180 minutes. Strip tickets for four 1b journeys (within the Cologne or Bonn zones) cost
€12/6.40.
Cologne’s night traffic (between 23.00 and
5.00 F-Sa and Sa-Su and before holidays) includes the U-Bahn and S-Bahn lines and a few
buses, although traffic on a handful of U-Bahn
lines will not run all the way to the day terminus (after midnight, U16 and U18 services
end well short of Bonn). A 10-line night bus
network backs this up. A separate Linien in
Nachtverkehr map is at the German website
www.kvb.koeln.
Cable car: One way to cross the Rhine is the
Kölner Seilbahn, a cable car service (Apr-Oct
M-Su 10-18, www.koelner-seilbahn.de) between the Flora botanic gardens on the west
bank and the zoo and Claudius Therme to the
east, that provides a view over the city and the
river. Single (€4.80/2.70) and return (€7/4)
tickets are available, with discounts for groups
of four or KölnCard, as well as combination
tickets for zoo and aquarium entry. A handful of night services each year support major
events. Take U18 or bus 140 to Flora or bus
150, 250 or 260 to Thermalbad.
Car: The Cologne environment zone restricts
the output of exhausts of cars driven in the
area. Broadly, this is defined by the A4 motorway in the south, the A3 in the east and
the A1 in the north and west (small areas
of Weiden and Lovenich west of the A1 are
however included, and a few areas south of it
are not). A few city transit roads are exempt.
Only vehicles displaying green environmental stickers (Umweltplakette) certifying maximum emissions may be used in the area.
Stickers are available online at www.umweltplakette.de or make inquiries with automobile
clubs. Similar restrictions apply in Bonn and
Düsseldorf.
Drivers should note that many main streets
in Cologne’s inner city are one-way.
Bicycle: Bikes can be carried on all serv
ices as space permits (at driver discretion as
prams and wheelchairs will get priority). The
cost will be a 1b (Cologne or Bonn) or 2a (for
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The narrow and buttressed Gothic Antoniterkirche (1378) in
Schildergasse was built as a monastery church for the Antonite
order but today is one of Cologne’s few Lutheran churches. The
southern entrance was a Renaissance addition. It was handed to
the Evangelical church by French authorities early in the 19th
century and remodelled for the new liturgy by Franz Ferdinand
Wallraf. The suspended bronze angel of Ernst Barlach’s Der
Schwebende (‘Floater’, first cast 1927) commemorates the dead
of World War I. The church (M-F 11-19, Sa 11-17, Su 11-17.30,
enter through the AntoniterFoyer) demanded extensive postWorld War II repair. In the course of an adjacent building project, the foundation of what is believed to be a Roman library
has been unearthed. Take the U-Bahn to Neumarkt. Picture ©
Raimond Spekking/CC BY-SA 3.0 (via Wikimedia Commons)
The Cäcilienkirche (1160) at Cäcilienstraße 29 is little changed in its outward
appearance despite 15th century renovations. The towerless church replaced a
9th century home for women built over
an even earlier Roman building. It today
houses the Museum Schnütgen of medieval
and religious art (see Museums) and the
interior, thereby accessible to visitors
(Tu-W & F-Su 10-18, Th 10-20), has been
modified for the purpose. In post-World
War II restorations the 13th century wall
frescoes were repaired. Take the U-Bahn to
Neumarkt.
One of the oldest of the Cologne churches, the
minor basilica St Maria im Kapitol (M-Sa
10-18, Su 13-18 subject to services and liturgical
events) on Kasinostraße was completed, with the
first of the city’s trefoil apse plans, in 1065 over
an 8th century convent church and the remains a
1st century pagan temple. The convent church is
still visible in the large crypt, which also
contains the relics of St Plektrudis, the founder.
The convent served the Cologne upper classes
for hundreds of years. St Maria is the church
those dedicated to the preservation of Cologne’s Romanesque heritage talk about most and
its many internal arches create an almost Mediterranean feel. But overhead vaulting was
wrecked by bombing and never replaced. Take U1, 5, 7 or 9 to Heumarkt.
The Romanesque Basilika St Aposteln (M-Su 10-13,
14-17) at Neumarkt was successor to an earlier church
built just outside the Roman main west gate and was
modelled on Byzantine patterns. Dedicated to all 12
apostles, it was fittingly a collegiate church. Parts are
from the 11th century church founded by the archbishop Pilgrim, who is buried within. The tower is of mid11th century construction and the trefoil apse from the
early 13th century. A Baroque atrium and frescoes were
introduced in the 18th century. Hermann Gottfried’s
interior paintings are from late in the 20th century.
Parts of the church, now a minor basilica, have been
revised since late in the 19th century. Take the U-Bahn
to Neumarkt.
The powerful Hahnentorburg (1240) at
Rudolfplatz was medieval Cologne’s main
west gate, over what had formerly been a
Roman road (now Aachener Straße). Its
imperial eagle faced the German kings who
until the 16th century proceeded from their
coronations at Aachen through it toward the
cathedral. Later it was used as a jailhouse.
In the 1880s city growth prompted the
demolition of parts of the medieval wall but
the gate towers were restored, a measure
that was again necessary after World War
II damage. Take U1, 7, 12 or 15 to Rudolfplatz.
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longer journeys) zone adult single ticket (see
above). For details of the KVB-Rad (Nextbike) system of bike hire (€1 for 30 minutes,
€9 per day), see the KVB website.
Taxis: Taxis queue on the south-west side of
the Hauptbahnhof at Bahnhofsvorplatz, next
to the ZOB at Breslauer Platz on the north
side of the Hauptbahnhof, and at the Kardinal-Höffner-Platz tourist information office
opposite the cathedral’s west portal.
For taxis, call tel 0221-2882, 0221-170000,
0221-2707070 or 0221-612277. The basic fare
is €3.90. For journeys up to 7km add €2 per
kilometre, beyond 7km €1.80 per kilometre.
The waiting charge is €0.50 per minute.
Uber services are available in Cologne.
KölnCard
The 24-hour personal card (€9) and 48-hour
card (€18) covers all public transport travel
and delivers discounts of up to 50% on admission to attractions. A group card (€19 and €38)
offers the same for up to five people. Admission discounts include 20% at most museums
(up to 50% at some). There is a 50% discount
on official city tours in English, and 25% for
adults (children 50%) on Dom and Altstadt
tours. Cruise providers offer 20% discount on
its panorama and scheduled cruises. The city
brewery tour offers 20% discount to holders.
A Hauptbahnhof bicycle rental gets a 20%
cut and there is a range of 15% shopping discounts. A detailed list is in the brochure at the
website. The card is available at KölnTourismus, KVB or Deutsche Bahn ticket machines
in Cologne, some hotels and hostels, or can be
printed out from the KölnTourismus website.
For options on museum discounts including one day’s free public transport, see the
Museums & Galleries section below.
Tours
A 90-minute Altstadt foot tour (generally AprOct 12.30 Sa, €12 or €10.20 with KölnCard)
from the KölnTourismus office covers the
main inner-city sites including the cathedral,
Rathaus and Groß St Martin, in English. Kölner CityTour (tel 0221-346430, www.citytour.
de) offers multilingual daily open-top bus
tours every hour, more often in high season.
The 14-point red tour, completed in one trip,
lasts 90 minutes and the ticket (€15 for an
adult, with two children 4-14, extra children
€8) is valid for 24 hours. A hop on-hop off version of this or the alternative eight-point blue
tour costs €18 per ticket. A KD one-hour boat
cruise (mid Apr-Oct) can be included (with red
tour €24, with both €34). Visitors can board
near the tourist office, where the pass is available (also online or at the KD ticket office, see
Cruises below).
Cologne Coach Service (tel 0221-9792570,
www.ccs-busreisen.de) runs eight-point,
90-minute round-trip tours several times daily.
Tickets (€15/5) are available from the tourist
office, where the tour can be boarded. A day
ticket for hop on-hop off use (W-Su) is €18
(€14.40 with KölnCard). A Weisse Flotte
Rhein one-hour cruise can be added with a
combination ticket (€22.80/8).
To take in the city from street and river levels, KD Deutsche Rheinschiffahrt (see Cruises) offers a hop on-hop off double-decker open
bus tour with a one-hour boat cruise (mid AprOct, €21 or €24) or Saturday city walks with
cruise (late Mar-Oct, €19.90) five or six times
daily.

Half-hourly hop on-hop off mini-train
tours, to the Schokoladenmuseum or Flora
gardens and zoo (€9/5 hop on-hop off or €5/3
as a single trip, with KölnCard discounts) depart from the cathedral 9.45 to 17.45 daily.
More details and online booking forms are
at bimmelbahnen.com/?lang=en or tel 02217099970.
The seasonal KölnGuide (see Information
above) contains five self-guided walks using
sketch maps with a numbered point-by-point
commentary. Further city walks, or brewery
tours can be booked at the KölnTourismus
office.
For a virtual tour of Cologne as it looked
before World War I, check the TimeRide VR
entry in the Museums section below.

The remains of the Roman city’s Praetorium are under the central Altstadt.

ART MUSEUMS & GALLERIES
The Wallraf-Richartz-Museum & Fondation Corboud (Tu-Su 10-18, €8/4.50, children
under 6 free) at Obenmarspforten opposite the Rathaus exhibits work going back to the
late Middle Ages, with Dutch and Flemish masters including Rubens and Rembrandt as
well as 19th century works by famous German and overseas names. The museum is open
to 22.00 the first and third Mondays each month and special exhibitions may incur an extra
fee. Take U1, 7 or 9 to Heumarkt or U5 to Rathaus.
The art of the 20th and 21st centuries, including Modernism and a big Pop Art collection, is
exhibited at Museum Ludwig (Tu-Su 10-18, €11/7.50, visitors under 18 free) at HeinrichBöll-Platz. Scores of Picassos, works by Andy Warhol and Marc Chagall are among the
attractions, with German artists Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Max Beckmann, Oskar Kokoschka
and Otto Dix. As well as its visiting exhibitions the museum, one of Germany’s largest art
museums, contains the Expressionist paintings of the Haubrich collection. An audio guide
can be downloaded at the website www.museum-ludwig.de. The first Thursday of the
month the museum is open until 22.00 with entry €7 after 17.00. Take S6, 11-13 or 19 to
Hauptbahnhof or U5, 16 or 18 to Dom/Hauptbahnhof.
The Käthe Kollwitz Museum (Tu-F 10-18, Sa-Sun 11-18, €4/2) above the shopping
arcade at Neumarkt 18 houses more than 700 drawings and prints as well as scultpures
by one of Germany’s great modern artists of human experience. Take the U-Bahn to
Neumarkt.
Medieval art is displayed in Museum Schnütgen (Tu-W & F-Su 10-18, Th 10-20, €6/3.50,
in the Cäcilienkirche at Cäcilienstraße 29, most of the exhibits being religious works in
wood, stone, gold or glass. An audio guide is available at €2. The site is shared with
the Rautenstrauch-Joest-Museum (Tu-W & F-Su 10-18, Th 10-20, €7/4.50), a superb
ethnographic and anthropological collection that says just as much about European
attitudes to the emerging world as it does about the cultures. For special exhibitions
there may be extra charges. Combination tickets are available for the RautenstrauchJoest-Museum and Museum Schnütgen (€10/7). Both museums open until 22.00 the first
Thursday every month. Take the U-Bahn to Neumarkt.
The archiepiscopal art museum Kolumba (late Sep-late Aug W-M 12-17, €5/3, visitors
under 18 free) in housed in the building created around the shell of the former church of
St Kolumba at Kolumbastraße 4. The collection starts in late antiquity and is reassembled
thematically each year, inviting contemplation. Take U3-5, 16 or 18 to Appellhofplatz and
walk south on Tunisstraße to Minoritenstraße.
The documentary photography of Cologne and its region is collected at the Rheinisches
Bildarchiv (Tu-F 11-17, entry free) at Kattenbug 18. Take U3-5, 16 or 18 to Appellhofplatz/
Breite Straße. More documentary photographs, including the work of August Sander
and Bernd and Hilla Becher’s collections of largely lost industrial structures, are at Die
Photographische Sammlung SK Stiftung Kultur (Th-Tu 14-19, €5.50/3), Im Mediapark
7. Take U12, 15 or 18 to Christophstraße and walk north on Herman-Becker-Straße, across
the bridge and to the left of the tower at Im Mediapark.
Applied arts and design in areas such as furniture, fashion, sculpture, glass, ceramics,
jewellery and textiles over centuries are exhibited at the Museum für Angewandte Kunst,
MAKK (Tu-Su 10-18, €6/4), An der Rechtschule. The museum is open to 22.00 the first
Thursday each month and special exhibitions may attract an extra charge. Take U3-5, 16
or 18 to Appellhofplatz/Breite Straße and walk east on Kupfergasse.
The east Asian art collections of Museum für Ostasiatische Kunst (Tu-Su 11-17,
€9.50/5.50) at Universitätsstraße 100 cover works from China, Japan and Korea going
back to the Bronze Age. The museum is open to 22.00 the first Thursday each month and
special exhibitions may attract an extra charge.

Cruises
KD Deutsche Rheinschiffahrt (www.k-d.com/
en, tel 0221-2088318) operates cruise ships
from the Rheingarten wharf on the west bank
at Am Leystapel. The one-hour Cologne round
cruises (mid Apr-Oct, €11, children 4-13 €6,
families €29) operate four to six times daily
with commentary. Take U5 to Rathaus and
walk to the river 50m south of Fischmarkt.
KD also cruises upstream to Bonn and
Linz. Daily Bonn cruises depart Cologne at
9.30 (mid Apr-early Oct M-Su, three hours)
with return trips departing Bonn (F-Sa 16.15,
Su-Th 17.15, 1¾ hours) at €20/6, return €23/6
(passengers over 60 get a 30% discount). On
several days later in October (F-Su) the same
cruise operates, but with only the 16.15 Bonn
return option. At any time, return trips for oneway cruises can be made using U-Bahn or regional trains. For day trips, the same cruise can
be taken for a two-hour visit to the Drachenfels
castle ruin at Königswinter, where a ticket including the rack railway to the castle (€19/10)
is available, or a simple Linz return trip, which
can be covered by a KD Rhine Pass for one
day (€32, children 4-13 €8) booked at least 24
hours ahead at traveltoe.com.
Weiße Flotte Rhein/KölnTourist Personenschiffahrt services (www.koelntourist.net,
tel 0221-121600) dock at Konrad-Adenauer-Ufer near the Musical Dome/Oper am Dom
just north of Hohenzollernbrücke. One-hour
return KölnTourist Personenschiffahrt cruises (€10.60/5.90, €8.50 with KölnCard, €7.50
for passengers over 60, families €26.90) depart Konrad-Adenauer-Ufer (May-Sep M-Su
12 times daily, Mar, Apr & Oct Sa-Su four
times daily), stopping at Rodenkirchen and
the Schokoladenmuseum (one-way or trips
or split sections are also available). Bookings
can be made through the Events menu of the
KölnTourismus website (click ‘Panoramafahrt
auf dem Rhein’) or tel 0221-121600 (May-Sep
M-F 8.30-16, Oct-Apr M-F 8.30-12.30).
Any of these cruises can be limited by
Rhine fireworks displays.
Views
The view from the south-west tower of the
Kölner Dom, at almost 100m, is two-thirds of
the way up, a prime perch over the Altstadt.
The observation platform (M-Sa Mar-Apr &
Oct 9-17, May-Sep 9-18, Nov-Feb 9-16, €5/2,
families €8, combination tickets with treasury
€8/4, families €16) is at the top of just over
500 steps. About 70m of spiral staircase is extended by steel steps. Admission on Sundays
is from 12.30 only due to the bell volume and
last admission is 30 minutes before closing.
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The late Romanesque Overstolzenhaus (1225) at
Rheingasse 8 is a rare patrician house of the period
with stepped gable and one of the oldest town houses
in Germany. Four floors were used as business space
and storage for the Overstolz family’s merchant operations before it passed into other hands in the 14th century. From the 1840s to the 1930s it was used by the
city stock exchange, being restored during that period
at the city’s expense. It required reconstruction after
World War II, which left only the lower two storeys of
the facade salvagable, but interior Gothic frescoes in
one room depicting jousts were rescued from the damage. The building is now used by a media arts college.
Take U1, 5, 7 or 9 to Heumarkt.
The tower known as Ubiermonument, named for
Cologne’s Germanic tribe, is dated to about 4AD
from its oak piles, making it Cologne’s oldest
surviving building. But it became the south-east
corner of the city fortification built late in the
1st century. Built of tuff blocks, the tower was
originally 12-20m high but was part-demolished
to 6.5m. It was discovered in 1965 during excav
ations for a building. The foundations were set
in the Rhine flood plain, 6m lower than the Roman street level. It probably guarded the
entrance to the Rhine harbour of Cologne’s Roman predecessor Oppidum Ubiorum. It is
today the centre of a small underground museum at An der Malzmühle 1, open free to the
public every first Thursday of the month (14-17). Take U1, 5, 7 or 9 to Heumarkt and walk
south on An der Malzmühle. Picture © Peter Kunz/Rheinisches Bildarchiv Köln
The small Romanesque church St Maria in
Lyskirchen (M-Sa 10-18, Su 10-16) is on Am
Leystapel near the Rhine bank (enter Holzgasse).
A 10th century church was replaced in 1220,
and today’s building preserves its 13th century
galleries and high-quality paintings of Old Testament stories from the same period in the vaults,
either side of the altar and above the door. The
wooden Madonna (1420), about 2m high, became
an object of worship for Rhine boatmen, who
adopted the church. There were later additions to
the church and 19th century Neoromanesque restorations. Its site was probably the Roman period
Rhine bank. Take U1, 5, 7 or 9 to Heumarkt.
On the Rhine bank on the east side of
Am Leystapel is the Malakoffturm
(1854), a gate tower in the city defences
reorganised in 1848. It guarded an iron
swing bridge protecting the Rheinauhafen port near the timber market area
and housed a hydraulic pump that operated the gate. Later in the 19th century
the tower became part of a shipyard.
Take U1, 5, 7 or 9 to Heumarkt.

The church St Georg (M-Su 10-17) at
Georgplatz on the south end Waidmarkt,
completed late in the 11th century, is basic
in its Romanesque outer appearance after
extensive post-war rebuilding did away
with a later Baroque tower. Its site was the
former south guardhouse before the Roman
town wall, later used by a post-Roman
building. Apparent original plans for a much
taller tower based on the 5m thick west
walls were never realised. The font is mid13th century, the forked crucifix from the
13th or 14th century, the altar from the 16th.
Take U3-4 to Severinstraße.
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The tower entrance is from the outside, south
of the main west portal.
The highest vantage point in the city is
KölnTrianglePanorama (May-Sep M-F 1123, Sa-Su 10-23, Oct-Apr M-F 12-20, SaSu 10-20 except in high winds or extreme
weather) at Ottoplatz on the Rhine west bank
opposite the cathedral. The observation platform (€3, children under 12 free, groups of
five €2.50 per person) is 103m high. Take the
S-Bahn to Köln Messe/Deutz, U1 or U9 to
Deutz/Messe or U3 or U4 to Deutz/Lanxess
Arena.
The cable car Kölner Seilbahn (tel 02215474184, www.koelner-seilbahn.de) operates
six-minute cross-river or return trips (Apr-Oct
M-Su 10-18, €4.80/2.70 or €7/4) up to 50m
over the Rhine above Zoobrücke north of the
Altstadt between the Flora gardens and the zoo
on the west bank and the Claudius Therme spa
in Rheinpark. The child rate applies between
ages 4 and 12. Families or groups of four can
pay reduced rates (€4.30/2.30 or €6/3.50).
There are discounts for KölnCard, as well
as combination tickets for zoo and aquarium
entry. Take U18 or bus 140 to Flora or bus 150,
250 or 260 to Thermalbad.
Parks & gardens
Green zones stretch around much the half-
circle of the city road and railway rings and
along parts of the Rhine banks. The largest
park near the city centre is the varied 40hectare Rheinpark on the east bank between
Hohenzollernbrücke and Zoobrücke, with a spa,
pavilions, cafes, the Tanzbrunnen outdoor
stage, sculpture, water features, gardens and
walking paths. The Kleinbahn mini-railway
(€3.50/3, mid Mar-Oct 11-18) offers rides
in fine weather. Take bus 150, 250 or 260 to
Thermalbad, bus 150 or 260 to Im Rheinpark,
or use the Kölner Seilbahn.
Across the river and north of Zoobrücke is
Kölner Zoo (Mar-Oct M-Su 9-18, Nov-Feb
M-Su 9-17, €19.50, students €14.50, children
4-12 €9). Entrance includes the aquarium
and is cheaper (€16/7.50) two hours before
closing. Over its 20 hectares, large parks for
elephants and apes, a hippo house and a rainforest enclosure are included. There are more
than 10,000 animals. Take U18 or bus 140 to
Zoo/Flora.
The gardens Flora and Botanischer
Garten Köln (M-Su 8-dusk, entry free) are
a combined area of more than 11 hectares
on Amster
damer Straße. The open gardens
include landscape and Baroque gardens designed by Peter Joseph Lenné. About 10,000
plant types are claimed and the glasshouses
(Apr-Sep 10-18, Oct-Mar 10-16) include two
tropical houses. Bicycles are not permitted.
Take U18 or bus 140 to Zoo/Flora.
The Volksgarten is closest to the southern parts of the city, a landscape stretching 14
hectares between Eifelstraße and Vorgebirgstraße with playgrounds and a pond. Take
U12 to Eifelplatz or bus 142 to Volksgarten.
Reaching further south from Vorgebirgstraße
is Vorgebirgspark, even bigger. Take bus 142
to Am Vorgebirgstor.
Aachener Weiher and HiroshimaNagasaki-Park in the green belt west of the
city are considered a picnic destination and
there is a beer garden at the north end, but
the area includes a pond and long bicycle and
walking paths. Take U1 or U7 to Universitätsstraße. The smaller Stadtgarten is just to

the north at Venloer Straße (take U3, 4 or 5 to
Hans-Böckler-Platz/Köln West).
The large, forested Kölner Stadtwald is
further west of the city with a boating pond
and small hands-on zoo. Take U7 or U13 to
Dürener Straße/Gürtel.

The Romanesque Catholic parish church St Pantaleon
(M-F 9-12, 12.45-17, Sa 9-17, Su 12.30-17) on Am
Pantaleonsberg was founded in the 10th century by the
archbishop St Bruno as part of a Benedictine abbey and
the saint lies in the crypt. The church shows Byzantine
influence and in an altar tomb is buried the Byzantine
princess Theophanu, empress of Otto II. In the 12th
it was extended to triple aisles. The flat ceiling was
returned to its original form when Baroque vaulting was
replaced but the coffering with decorative panels and
others depicting saints is a recent addition. The building
had other uses during its history, including a period as
law courts, and became stables during the Napoleonic
period. Take U12, 15 or 16 to Eifelstraße.
One of Cologne’s two standing medieval wall segments runs south of the city centre along Sachsenring.
The Ulrepforte (c1220) was formerly a twin-tower
gate that at 4m was narrower than the main fortified
gates. The gate was walled up in 15th century and the
tower converted to a mill. To the west a section of wall
parallels Kartäuserwall between Prinzen-Garde-Weg
and the tower at Blaue-Funken-Weg. The defences
include signs of Cologne’s old defensive outer ditch
that in medieval times was up to 9m. The medieval
wall, except for main gates, was almost entirely
demolished from 1881. Take U15-16 to Ulrepforte.
The other surviving wall section is along Gereonswall
near Hansaring.
The Basilika St Severin (M-F 10-18, Sa 10-13, Su
13-17) at Severinskirchplatz houses the relics of the
saint, the third bishop of Cologne, where he founded a
monastery in 376. Archaeology has revealed its original
church, based on a 4th century Roman chamber tomb.
Parts of the present Romanesque church (1237),
including the crypt, are from a 10th century predeces
sor and the nave is late Gothic. The present tower
reaches 79m. The carved choir stalls are from late in
the 13th century, the crucifix from the 14th and the
pictures show the saint characteristically blessing the
poor. The saint’s relics, in the high choir, came from
Bordeaux in the 10th century, but the present shrine is
19th century. Take U15-17 to Chlodwigplatz.
The main south medieval gate Severinstorburg
(c1200) at Chlodwigplatz still has an attached
wall fragment that shows what Cologne gate
structures were like beyond the central arch and
towers. However this gate (in contrast to Eigelsteintorburg or Hahnentorburg) had only a single
main tower, to which auxiliary placements were
later added. Also added, late in the 15th century,
was an outer artillery bastion, which was later
demolished. Here, the Thirty Years War general
Jan von Werth was said to have returned to
Cologne in triumph to see and shame the market
woman who had rejected his marriage proposal
years before. Take U15-17 to Chlodwigplatz.
The footing of the basalt round
tower Bottmühle on Severins
wall was first planned as a gun
emplacement in the mid-16th
century but defensive strategies
quickly superseded it. In 1587
a wooden windmill was built,
replaced in stone a century later.
The rebuilt Bayenturm (c1220),
the Rhine south end tower of the
52 strongpoints that braced the
medieval wall, is on the river
bank across Bayenstraße. Take
U15-16 to Ubierring.

Markets
Cologne has many regular markets on various
weekdays. But fresh produce is on offer most
days at Wilhelmplatz (M-F 7-13, Sa 7-14.30)
in the Nippes district north of the city centre.
Take U12 or U15 to Florastraße.
Chlodwigplatz hosts markets for fresh
produce, meats and poultry (Th 11-18). Nearby, small eco-markets (Tu & F 10-18) for
fresh food take place at Severinskirchplatz.
Take U15-17 to Chlodwigplatz. More fresh
food is available at Sudermanplatz (Tu & F
7-13, take U12, 15, 16 or 18 to Ebertplatz), or
Apostelnkloster (Tu 7-13, F 7-14, take the
U-Bahn to Neumarkt). The emphasis is also on
food at Rudolfplatz (Th 16-21), where repasts
are available to eat on site or visitors can shop
for organics.
The temporary forested surroundings
make Braunsfelder Markt (Sa 7-13), on
Kitschburger Straße in the Stadtwald, quite
different. Take U1 or U7 to Maarweg and walk
south on Kitschburger Straße. The Wednesday
market (7-13) is near the corner of Aachener
Straße. The traditional site is the Clarenbachkirche near the corner of Aachener Straße and
Peter-von-Fliesteden-Straße (U1 or U7 to
Clarenbachstift.
Events
The pre-Lent Karneval days from Weiberfastnacht (Shrove Thursday) to Ash Wednesday in
February or early March are the main period of
street parades and costume parties in Cologne,
with late or no closing at city bars and pubs.
The city’s many carnival societies organise
about 500 events a year. But a big gathering
at Heumarkt each November 11 starts the
long festive period, known in Cologne as the
“fifth season”. The highlight three-hour, 6km
Rosenmontag (Rose Monday) costume parade
of floats winds north from Severinstor through
city districts and past the Rathaus and cathedral, throwing sweets and flowers to crowds of
a million or more. The festival season means
other attractions may be closed on days beyond the usual religious holidays.
The LGBTI+ event Cologne Pride covers
a fortnight in late June and early July, culminating in three days of street festivals
with stages in Alter Markt, Heumarkt and
Gürzenichstraße, and a Christopher Street Day
demonstration. Festivities start about noon and
continue until late at night. Visit the Events
menu at www.colognepride.de/en for details.
Kölner Lichter, on a Saturday in mid-July,
is a fireworks spectacular on the Rhine north
of Hohenzollernbrücke. A flotilla on the river about 22.00 is accompanied by fireworks
before the big show starts half an hour before
midnight. The river is lined with people aiming for a good viewing position.
The Kölner Weihnachtsmärkte over the
four weeks before Christmas are extremely
popular with visitors. There are at least seven
markets, including one at the cathedral in
Roncalliplatz (Su-W 11-21, Th-F 11-22, Sa
10-22), which introduces more than the usual
illumination. Other locations include Alter
Markt and Heumarkt (including skating), the
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Schokoladenmuseum, Neumarkt, Stadtgarten
and Mediapark. A fairytale market takes place
in front of the Hahnentorburg at Rudolfplatz
and nativity scenes are laid out in parts of the
city.
One of the main challenges to accommod
ation is the regular trade fairs through most of
the year at Kölnmesse in Deutz.

The Renaissance portal
of the Altes Rathaus.

PERFORMANCE
Kartenservice der Bühnen Köln (M-F 10-18, Sa 11-18, tel 0221-22128400), Opern
Passagen, Offenbachplatz, is the main booking venue for opera, Gürzenich-Orchester Köln,
and theatre, although there are other options.
Tickets for Philharmonie and opera performances, and a full range of other music and
performance events including at Deutz’s Lanxess Arena and the Musical Dome, are
available from KölnTicket (tel 0221-2801, M-F 8-20, Sa 9-18, Su 10-16, www.koelnticket.de),
but the website has no English version.
KölnMusik Ticket (tel 0221-280280, M-F 8-20, Sa 9-18, Su 10-16) has a shop at
Roncalliplatz 1 (M-F 10-18, Sa 10-16) and a counter in the Mayersche Buchhandlung (M-Sa
9.30-19), Neumarkt 2, selling Philharmonie and other tickets for Cologne performances.
Concerts
Main performances by Gürzenich-Orchester Köln, Kölner Kammerorchester, WDR
Sinfonieorchester Köln and WDR Funkhausorchester are at the central Kölner Philharmonie
(tel 0221-280280, M-F 8-20, Sa 9-18, Su 10-16, www.koelner-philharmonie.de) at
Bischofsgartenstraße 1. Kölner Philharmonie is an underground concert amphitheatre used
for symphonic and chamber music, new music and jazz. The ticket office opens 90 minutes
before performances.
Gürzenich-Orchester Köln (www.guerzenich-orchester.de) tickets at the Philharmonie are
in the €9-79 range and a 10% pre-purchase charge applies. Tickets sell at €25 for openair chamber concerts at Flora gardens and the zoo aquarium. Tickets are available at the
website or Kartenservice der Bühnen Köln (see above).
Kölner Kammerorchester (www.koelner-kammerorchester.de) has an almost 90-year
history of performance with international artists. Ttickets (€55-18) are available through the
website, ordered for collection using an email link, or KölnTicket (see above) as well as €12
standing places from the venue ticket office.
WDR Sinfonieorchester (www1.wdr.de/orchester-und-chor/sinfonieorchester/index.html)
is Cologne’s radio orchestra and has an associated choir. Apart from the Philharmonie,
the orchestra performs in the halls of WDR-Funkhaus Köln, Wallrafplatz 5, and fulfils
touring commitments. The webpage is in German, where tickets are bookable through the
KölnTicket portal (use the ‘Karten’ tab). An English page can be selected for bookings.
Philharmonie tickets range between $54 and €12 for most concerts, but tickets for
Funkhaus and other performances have lower ranges or standard prices. Seats for WDR
Funkhausorchester Philharmonie performances top out at $46.
Opera
The Cologne company Oper Köln (tel 0221-22128400, www.oper.koeln/de) uses the three
halls of the Staatenhaus at Rheinpark in Deutz as an interim venue while the Bühnen Köln
hall in Offenbachplatz is under its lengthy refurbishment. Children’s performances are a big
part of the program, which is accompanied by Gürzenich-Orchester Köln. Tickets, in the
€12-125 range for the StaatenHaus (plus 10% presale charge), are available by phone,
at the website (use the booking button at the right from the program under the Spielplan
menu), Kartenservice der Bühnen Köln or KölnTicket (see above). The ticket office opens
about one hour before performances.
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Food
The widest choices are available just to the
south of the Dom and around Am Hof, including the north end of the Hohe Straße shopping
precinct. The beer halls of Alter Markt and
Unter Taschenmacher offer a range of traditional German repasts, generally between €10
and €20.
North of the city centre, a strip of restaurants and snack bars lines Eigelstein and Neusser Straße between Eigelsteintor and Neusser
Platz. For Turkish or other Middle-Eastern
cuisines go to Weidengasse or Eigelstein.
To the west of the centre, the pedestrian end
of Ehrenstraße is the hub for an area of eateries
that extends around the corner to the east side
of Hohenzollernring. To the south, Chlodwigplatz and Severinskirchplatz is another centre
for variety, stretching east on Ubierring, while
the area of Barbarossaplatz, Roonstraße and
Zülpicher Straße offers perhaps the widest
choice of all, with some emphasis on Asian
varieties.
For tips and trends, check the English
vers
i on of the VisitKöln blog at blog.
koelntourismus.de.
The central Cafe Extrablatt, (M-Sa 8-late,
Su 9-late) at Alter Markt 28 offers an all-round
menu of light meals, salads, burgers and pizzas
under €10 in animated surroundings with outside service and breakfasts. Other outlets are at
Lübecker Straße 1 (M-Sa 8-late, Su 9-late) and
Breite Straße 92 (M-Su 9-late).
A step above the beer halls and steakhouses
is Ristorante Collina’s am Dom (M-Sa 12-15,
18-23, tel 0221-32091901) at Am Hof 34, an
Italian restaurant offering a little more refinement with pizzas and pasta, main courses from
€16 beyond €30, including seafood and vegetarian options, and wines.
Italian is also the flavour at Ristorante
Rossini (M-Su 11.30-23, tel 0221-1391234),
in the shadow of the Eigelsteintor gateway at
Eigelstein 143, has a range including antipasti,
salads, pasta and pizza. Most main courses are
under €25.
Chinese tastes are well catered for at Great
Wall (M-F 11.30-15, 17.30-23, Sa-Su 11.3023, tel 0221-2774712), Komödienstraße 37,
with plenty of variety – almost all under €20.
To their Thai street cuisine, the Kittichai
kitchens (Su-Th 11-23.30, F-Sa 11-1, tel 022125099551) at Alter Markt 36 (with outdoor
service), Ehrenstraße 81 and Krebsgasse 8 add
cocktails and other drinks.
Meet & drink
Cologne takes beer seriously and claims more
than 800 pubs. The local beer labels are many
though Kölsch, taking the city’s name, is the
local style. Among lagers it is not notably
bitter. The traditional glass is the narrow and
cylindrical 0.2-litre Stange. Local lore is that
the city brew tastes best when not left too long
in the glass. Either way, in local hostelries it
is best for drinkers not to leave the glass (or
tankard) empty unless they wish the customary refill – or put the beer mat on top.

On the east bank of the Rhine there are signs of early 1st century fortifications. About 315
the Romans built the 140m square frontier fort known as Divitia (from which comes the
name Deutz), on the north side of today’s Deutzer Brücke to protect their rebuilt bridge
from Colonia. Germanic tribes took over the fort by the fifth century. Remains of its
north-west tower are marked out in the Rheinboulevard steps after the demolition of the
remains of the riverbank wall in the 19th century. The north-eastern outer walls of the fort
are in the cellars of the Baroque former Alt St Heribert monastery and the foundations of
its east gate in Kennedyplatz, between the monastery and the Lanxess tower, have been
excavated and marked out. Other excavated parts, including the foundations of towers,
have been left on the river promenade, but the circular brick base opposite the monastery church door (the hub of a former turntable) and the wall are from a Prussian railway
station. Take U1, 7 or 9 to Deutzer Freiheit. Picture © Raimond Spekking/CC BY-SA 3.0
(via Wikimedia Commons)

Two palaces in Brühl, 20km south of Cologne, show the magnificence of the Cologne
elector-archbishops before the arrival of the French and have UNESCO world heritage
listing for their early Rococo value. The 18th century summer palace Schloß Augustus
burg (1768), at Max-Ernst-Allee in Brühl, was built for the Wittelsbach archbishop Clemens August on a medieval ruin and took more than 40 years to complete. Johann Conrad
Schlaun began the commission in the 1720s but François de Cuvilliés soon took over the
project with a redesign. The feature is the extraordinary grand staircase by Balthasar Neumann with stucco marble columns. The chambers and salons reveal Classical touches. The
larger of two orangeries connects to the court church and a former Franciscan monastery.
The French-style Baroque formal gardens were laid out by Dominique Girard towards the
south, dotted with Classical sculpture and defined by canals and pondages. After pillaging
by Napoleonic troops, the palace was restored by the Prussian king Friedrich Wilhelm IV.
The wooded areas beyond were landscaped in the 19th century by Peter Joseph Lenné.
The palace was again restored after World War II damage and used by the West German
president. Summer concerts are held on the site. Visits (Feb-Nov Tu-F 9-12, 13.30-16,
Sa-Su 10-17, €9/7.50, families €20 with English audio guide, combination tickets with
Schloss Falkenlust €14/11, families €29) are by guided German one-hour tours only.
Photography inside is forbidden. Picture Erich Teister © 123RF.com
The 1737 hunting lodge Jagdschloß Falkenlust (FebNov Tu-F 9-12, 13.30-16, Sa-Su 10-17, €7/5.50, families
€15, audio guides available) was designed for the keen
falconer Clemens Augustus by Cuvilliés. It is said the
site was determined by the regular flight path of herons.
A falconry museum is part of the complex. The grotto
chapel was built by Pierre Laporterie. Picture Laura
Facchini © 123RF.com
Augustusburg is 300m west of Brühl station after a
DB regional train from Cologne, or take U18 to Brühl-Mitte and walk 800m east. From
Augustusburg, Falkenlust is a 2.5km walk south through the gardens and along forested
avenues, before a south-east turn in the woods at Falkenluster Allee. Cross Otto-WelsStraße at the rail line. A summary map is downloadable at www.schlossbruehl.de.

The good life starts at the upmarket cafes
and bars in sight of the Dom and follows Am
Hof and Unter Taschenmacher to Alter Markt,
real centre of the beer culture. Another centre
for nightlife is the pubs and cafes of Friesenviertel around Friesenplatz and Ehrenstraße,
west of the city centre. Further out, Belgisches
Viertel, between Aachener Straße and Friesenplatz, and Ehrenfeld, around Venloer Straße,
provide a fashionable environment for socialising.
For a long tradition in roasting coffee, visit
Schamong Kaffee (M-F 9-18, Sa 9-14), at
Venloer Straße 535 in Ehrenfeld.
Café Waschsalon, (Su-Th 10-1, F-Sa 10-3),
Ehrenstraße 77, is a Friesenviertel themed
bar-cafe favoured by younger patrons. A wider
group frequents Cafe Extrablatt (see Food) at
Alter Markt 28, Lübecker Straße 1 and Breite
Straße 92.
ACCOMMODATION
Accommodation in Cologne city can be complicated. When availability is squeezed by
trade fairs (or Karneval in February or early
March), prices can rise substantially. At some
establishments weekend stays will be twonight minimums. If budgets are tight, book
early and consider including a Sunday night,
outside festival periods the least expensive.
There are, however, a number of inexpensive
prospects in central city locations and most
are within easy reach using public transport.
A 5% per person city cultural tax is charged
on 
accommodation. Business travellers can
reclaim the tax using forms from the accommodation house or tourist office.
Hotel or hostel room bookings can be made
at the tourist office (tel 0221-346430, email
info@koelntourismus.de) or its website www.
cologne-tourism.com, where the HRS booking
portal allows filtered searches but listed prices do not include the city cultural tax. Other
budget rooms at more than 80 city properties
are listed at www.deutsche-pensionen.de/
pension-koeln, as well more than a dozen in
surrounding districts.
In a prime city position near the Haupt
bahnhof at Marzellenstraße 44 is Station Hos
tel (tel 0221-9125301, www.hostel-cologne.
de). Singles with full or shared facilities start
at €42 or €35, twins with shared facilities at
€52, doubles with full facilities at €59. Threebed rooms with full or shared facilities start
at €81 or €69. Beds in four-bed rooms start at
€21, in six-bed rooms at €18. Breakfast starts
at €6.90 per person. Laundry facilities and free
linen, towels, lockers, kitchen and WLAN
access are provided. The non-smoking hostel
is a 150m walk from Bahnhofsvorplatz.
The three-star family hotel Hotel Bres
lauer Hof am Dom (tel 0221-276480, www.
hotel-breslauer-hof.de) is 150m north of the
Hauptbahnhof at Johannisstraße 56. Singles/
doubles with full facilities, breakfast and
WLAN start at €60/80/95, rising to €80/105 at
weekends. Three-bed rooms start at €95.
A few minutes on foot from the Hauptbahnhof, at the non-smoking, period building
Classic Hotel Harmonie (tel 0221-16570,
www.classic-hotel-harmonie.de) at Ursulaplatz 13, there are economy singles or doubles
with full facilities and WLAN access starting
at €62 without breakfast, and triples (with a
sofa bed) at €103. Breakfast costs €12.95.
Higher grades of room and multi-night and
Sunday 20% discounts are available.
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The three-star Hotel Boutique 003 Koln
am Dom (tel 0221-160840, central-am-dom.
colognehotel.net), near the Dom and Hauptbahnhof at An den Dominikanern 3, offers
singles with breakfast, full facilities and

WLAN. Singles/doubles or twins with breakfast start at €72/89, but these rise at weekends
or during events. The hotel is 100m west of
Bahnhofsvorplatz.
The small Cerano City Hotel Köln am
Dom (tel 0221-9257300, cerano-city-hotelkoln-am-dom.colognehotel.net) at Elisenstraße 16, 600m west of the cathedral, has
singles/doubles or twins with breakfast, full
facilities and WLAN starting at €76/81, but
its three stars and location are in demand and
prices vary. Deals include weekend double
packages at €89 per night.
The mid-sized hostel A&O Köln Dom (tel
0221-46706) is at Komödienstraße 19 near the
city centre and 100m from the tourist office,
200m from the Hauptbahnhof. Singles/twins
start at €37/41 and depend on time of year,
night of the week and payment terms. Bathroom, linen and WLAN access are included.
No dorms are available at this hostel.
The larger A&O Köln Neumarkt (tel
0221-46706) at Mauritiuswall 64 offers singles/twins with bathroom from €29/38.50
with linen and WLAN access. Hostel beds
(female dorms bookable subject to availability) start at €12 to €14 per bed in four-bed or
six-bed dorms. Take U9, 12 or 15 to Zülpicher
Platz. A&O Köln Hauptbahnof (tel 022149937050) is 400m from the station at Ursulaplatz 10. Singles/doubles with bathroom
start at €36/41, beds or bunks in six-bed dorms
from €10.50. At all A&O sites breakfast is
€6.75 per person extra (female dorms subject
to availability).
The Ibis budget formula is available at
five city locations, mostly airconditioned and
two-star. At Hotel Ibis Koeln Am Dom (tel
0221-9128580) beside the Hauptbahnhof at
Bahnhofsvorplatz, singles/doubles or twins
without breakfast start at €68/87. The bigger
Hotel Ibis Koeln Centrum (tel 0221-20960)
at Neue Weyerstraße 4 near Barbarossaplatz,
has singles/doubles starting at €56. At the
non-airconditioned Hotel Ibis Styles Koeln
City (tel 0221-9215200) at Barbarossaplatz
4A, singles/doubles start at €85/94 and there
are family rooms from €114. Take U12, 15, 16
or 18 to Barbarossaplatz.
The three-star Hotel Ibis Koeln Messe
(tel 0221-989310), at Brügelmannstraße 1
in Deutz has singles/doubles starting at €59.
Nearby at Hotel Ibis Budget Koeln Messe
(tel 0221-88745620), Brügelmannstraße 7,
singles/doubles start at €52/60. Take U3 or
U4 to Koelnmesse, from which both hotels are
about 250m east.
In all cases Ibis rates are subject to vari
ations, WLAN is free and breakfast is €12
extra.
Kölner Pension (tel 0221-12061419,
(www.koelner-pension.de) at Weidengasse 54
offers singles/doubles with shared facilities
but without breakfast from €45/59 in an area
dotted with cafes and bakeries. Rates rise during trade events. Take S6, S11-13, U12 or U15
to Hansaring.
The standard rates at City-Hotel-Storch
(tel 0221-1301963, www.city-hotel-storch.de)
at Gladbacher Straße 32 and its associated
City-Pension-Storch (tel 0221-1397335),
closer to the Hauptbahnhof at Im Stavenhof

22, are €44/61/85 for singles/doubles/triples
with breakfast €7.50 per person extra but most
rates climb €30 or more during trade fairs and
events. Four-bed rooms start at €110. For the
hotel take U12 or U15 to Christophstraße/
Mediapark, for the pension take S6, S11-13,
U12 or U15 to Hansaring.
The modern three-star superior Hotel zur
Malzmühle (tel 0221-92160611, hotelzurmalzmuehle.de) at Heumarkt 6 offers singles/
doubles with full facilities from €74/82 without breakfast (which is €12 per person), but
prices can climb much higher and some bookings have two-night minimums. Take U1, 5, 7
or 9 to Heumarkt.
Position and character are the features at
the medium-sized Das kleine Stapelhäuschen
(tel 0221-27277777, kleines-stapelhaeuschen.
de/hotel.html) facing the Rhine in Altstadt
period buildings at Fischmarkt 1. Small singles with shared shower start at €47 and with
private shower €73. Doubles without shower
start at €73, with shower €120. Breakfast costs
€7.50 but WLAN is free. Take U1, 5, 7 or 9 to
Heumarkt.
The bright medium-sized backpacker lodge
Black Sheep Hostel (tel 0221-30290960,
www.blacksheephostel.com) at Barbarossaplatz 1 has doubles or twins with shared facilities from €53. Three-bed rooms start at €75.50,
four-bed rooms at €96, four or five-bed dorms
from €24 per person, six-bed dorms from
€21 per person, eight-bed women’s or mixed
dorms from €19 per person. Breakfast, linen
and WLAN access are included and a kitchen
and laundry facilities are on-site. Parking is
available at €5 per night. Take U12, 15, 16, or
18 to Barbarossaplatz.
Perhaps the quirkiest option is Die Wohn
gemeinschaft (tel 0221-39760904, www.
die-wohngemeinschaft.net), a small hostel
at Richard-Wagner-Straße 39 in the trendy
Belgisches Viertel with inventively themed
private singles/doubles or twins/triples with
normal prices at €49.50/58/72 and a four-bed
room from €94.50. Equally inventive 6 or
eight-bed dorms (one female-only) are offered
at rates from €20 or €22 per bed. These might
rise during city events. WLAN is included but
the organic breakfast is €7.90 per person. A
cafe, bar and small theatre are attached. Take
U1 or U7 to Moltkestraße.
The small Pension Otto (tel 015785952825, pensionotto.de) at Richard-WagnerStraße 18 offers singles/doubles with shared
facilities, without breakfast, starting at €47, depending on season and breakfast options, with
free WLAN. There is also an apartment with
cooking niche and private facilities starting at
€75. Bookable breakfast options range from
€4 to €10. Take U1 or U7 to Moltkestraße.
Much bigger is Hostel Köln (tel 02219987760, www.hostel.ag) at Marsilstein 29,
offering singles/doubles with full facilities
and breakfast starting at €69/79 but rates can
double or triple with trade fairs and other
events. A four-bed family room starts at €118.
Beds in multi-bed rooms with bathroom start
at €32.50. Breakfast and WLAN access are
included and internet PCs are available for
access. Parking, subject to space, is €15 per
day. Take the U-Bahn to Neumarkt.
SMARTY Cologne City Center (tel 0221924090, www.smarty-hotels.com/Cologne
CityCenter) is actually just out of the city
ring at Engelbertstraße 33. Starting prices
for singles/doubles or twins/triples with full
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facilities are €41/52/63, but these rates rise
considerably by season or can triple on Fridays and Saturdays. Multi-bed rooms start at
€16 per person and dorm beds at €13. Linen
and towels are included, laundry facilities are
provided and light breakfast offerings range
from €2 to €3 per person. Three-day online
bookings including Sunday attract 10% discount. WLAN is free. Take U9, 12 or 15 to
Zülpicher Platz.
Weltempfänger Hostel & Café (tel 022199579957, www.koeln-hostel.de) is a backpacker establishment at Venloer Straße 196 in
Ehrenfeld north-west of the city centre. Rates
for singles/doubles or twins with shower start
at €45/59 and twins with shared facilities €53.
Beds in four-bed rooms start at €24 per person
with full facilities, but these can be booked as
twins or triples at slightly higher rates. Beds in
four-bed or six-bed rooms start at €21 or €19
with shared facilities and family rooms cost
€80. An organic vegetarian breakfast is €8.50
per person, towels €1 (free for three nights or
more). Women-only four-bed rooms are available from €24, as are a common kitchen, laundry facilities and free WLAN. Take U3 or U4
to Piusstraße.
The small, non-smoking Pension am
Helenenwall (tel 0221-3561460, helenenwall.
de), in a period building on the Deutz side of
the Rhine at Helenenwallstraße 28, has singles/doubles with breakfast from €53/66 and
two-bed apartments from €85, but rates climb
steeply during events. WLAN access is free.
Take U3 or U4 to Suevenstraße.
B&B Hotel Köln Messe (tel 0221-802720,
www.hotelbb.de/de/koeln-messe) at Gumm
ersbacher Straße 6 in Köln-Deutz has singles/
doubles or triples start at €65/75.60 and the
breakfast buffet costs €8.50 (children up to 12
€3). However, higher rates apply during trade
fairs. Take bus 150 to Gummersbacher Straße
from the S/U-Bahn station Deutz/Lanxess
Arena.
DJH has three Cologne hostels. Jugend
herberge Köln Pathpoint (tel 022113056860, email info@pathpoint-cologne.de)
at Allerheiligenstraße 15 is the central option,
has 160 beds and includes bicycle facilities
and 24-hour access. The shared room bed
price starts at €20.90 after the Cologne tax
and breakfast costs €4.50. Only four rooms are
doubles (from €85.90 per night) but there are
plenty of four-bed rooms for families. Travellers 27 and older will pay €2-4 a night more.
Across the bridge from the city centre
is Jugendherberge Köln-Deutz (tel 0221814711, email koeln-deutz@jugendherberge.
de), a 500-bed establishment at Siegesstraße 5
with dorm beds including breakfast from €28
after tax and beds in family rooms from €34
(children 4-12 half-rate). Singles with ensuite
are available from €56, doubles from €86.
Breakfast and linen is included and the hostel
is open 24 hours. Take U1, 7 or 9 to Deutzer
Freiheit or S6, S11-13 or S19 to Köln Messe/
Deutz (train travellers arriving in Cologne
should alight at Köln Messe/Deutz).
Jugendherberge Köln-Riehl (tel 02219765130, email koeln-riehl@jugendherberge.
de), north-east of the city centre on the Rhine
at An der Schanz 14, is similar in size and has
similar rates (including family rooms), although offering an additional comfort single/
double rate of €65.50/99 and a “comfort
breakfast” at €12. Take U18 to Boltensternstraße and walk 250m north-west.

GENERAL MUSEUMS
Cologne has some of Germany’s finest art museums as well as the
of the Roman wall is visible from within. Combination tickets for the
country’s premier museum of Roman archaeology. A summary of
treasury and tower climb (€8/4, families €16) are available.
most museums is available in English at museenkoeln.de. For Art
The activities and methods of the Nazis are examined at the NS
museums & galleries, including the Rautenstrauch-Joest-Museum,
Dokumentationszentrum der Stadt Köln (Tu-F 10-18, Sa-Su
see the section above.
11-18, €4.50/2) in the EL-DE Haus at Appellhofplatz 23, formerly a
A MuseumsCard (€18, families of two adults and two visitors
Gestapo prison, and cells and prisoner inscriptions can be studied.
under 18 €30) is valid for entry to Cologne city museums for
Themes include propaganda, the genocide of Jewish, Roma and
two consecutive days. These include the Museum Ludwig,
Sinti people and resistance to the Third Reich. The museum is also
Wallraf-Richartz-Museum, Rautenstrauch-Joest-Museum,
a research centre and memorial to prisoners executed in the closing
Museum Schnütgen, Kölnisches Stadtmuseum and NSweeks of World War II. Take U5 to Appellhofplatz/Zeughaus.
Dokumentationszentrum. The card also includes all VRS public
TimeRide VR Köln (M-Su 10-20, €13.50/11, families €33) at Alter
transit for the first of those days. See museenkoeln.de/portal/
Markt 36 uses cinema, 3D images and virtual reality technology to
Museumscard-en. Late opening on some Thursdays is common and
immerse visitors in a 45-minute journey through Cologne’s history
admission for children up to 6 is generally free.
with emphasis on the period about 1900, including a VR tram ride.
The site of the Römisch-Germanisches
Take U5 to Rathaus.
Museum at Roncalliplatz next to the
At Obenmarspforten 21, the oldest
cathedral is a Roman house, allowing
perfume factory in the world produced
the superb 3rd century Dionysius mosaic
eau de cologne from 1709. Today the
to be preserved on its original site. The
Duftmuseum Farina-Haus (M-Sa 10-19,
permanent exhibition is closed until
Su 11-16, €5) offers a journey into the
further notice due to renovation, but
history of the scent and its production,
important exhibits are to be shown in
including a visit to the vaults first used to
an interim exhibition in the Belgisches
distil it and a shop. Take U1, 5, 7 or 9 to
Haus, Cäcilienstraße 46, near Neumarkt.
Heumarkt.
The underground Praetorium site is
The Schokoladenmuseum (M-F 10also closed. For updates, check www.
18, €12.50/7.50, children under 6 free,
roemisch-germanisches-museum.de.
families €31.80, Sa-Su 10-18, €13.50/8,
The Dionysius mosaic and the 1st
children under 6 free, families €34), off
century legionary Lucius Poblicius’
Am Leystapel on the Rheinauhafen
tomb monument are open to the public
island just north of the Severinsbrücke
as part of limited guided tours (Tu-Su
bridge, offers a unique environment in which some
10.00, 11.00, 15.00, 15.30, 16.00 & 16.30, €3/1)
exhibits can be eaten. A working plant is set up
in German only, but are also visible from a window
for inspection at various production stages as
near the museum entrance. Excavations and
well as displays on the cultural-historical aspects
research continue in the city. The museum guide
of using cacao and enjoying chocolate, including
Roman-Germanic Cologne (see Information) is
the customs of the Aztecs. Take U1, 5, 7 or 9 to
invaluable for understanding the significance of the
Heumarkt, follow Heumarkt east to the Rhine bank
various finds as well as explaining the background
and follow the river 250m south.
to the Roman city.
The Odysseum (Tu-F 9-18, Sa-Su 10-19,
Excavations of the 11th century Jewish ritual
€14/7.50, families €39.50) at Corintostraße 1
bath (mikvah) site have proceeded around
across the Rhine at Kalk is an adventure museum
Rathausplatz for several years. The MiQua LVRaimed at hands-on experiences for young minds
Jüdisches Museum at Augustinerstraße 10 will
with an emphasis on technology, including
include a permanent exhibition based on the site,
astronaut training. The English version of the
with a 600m underground gallery including both
website, www.odysseum.de/en, will help EnglishRoman and medieval finds, including the Roman
speakers a little. Take U1 or U9 to Kalk Post and
Praetorium. A temporary exhibition on Jewish
walk north on Barcelona-Allee.
history in the Wallraf-Richartz-Museum includes
Trams often run underground in Cologne but it
the 331-page parchment Amsterdam Machsor with
wasn’t always that way. More than 20 vehicles
a Cologne rite, prayers and liturgical poems until
from the past – one from 1877 – are the basis
mid-January 2020 and further exhibitions can be
The Dionysius mosaic, top,
of the collection at Straßenbahn-Museum
expected. The new museum is planned for opening
Thielenbruch (€1.50/1) open only the second
in 2021 and the blog miqua.blog, including English and Poblicius monument.
Sunday each month (Mar-Dec, 11-17) at the old sheds at Ottotranslations, can be followed for updates. Another site, the square
Kayser-Straße (enter Gemarkenstraße 173) with museum shop.
south-east Roman city tower or Ubiermonument to the south at An
Take U3 or U18 to Köln-Thielenbruch.
der Malzmühle 1, is rarely accessible (see the Ubiermonument entry
below).
An archive of material on dance, notably film and 160,000
Kölnisches Stadtmuseum (Tu 10-20, W-Su 10-17, first Thursday of photographs, is accessible at Tanzmuseum des Deutschen
the month 10-22, €5/3) in the old arsenal building at Zeughausstraße Tanzarchivs (museum Th-Tu 14-19, €5.50/3, free first Monday
each month) at Im Mediapark 7. For the film collection viewing
1 has a broad collection of city history since the High Middle Ages.
facilities must be booked (tel 0221-88895400). Take U12, 15 or 18 to
This includes a city model based on the Arnold Mercator Cologne
Christophstraße and walk north on Herman-Becker-Straße, across
map of 1571. The museum’s standing collection is closed until
the bridge and to the left of the tower at Im Mediapark.
2020 for a planned move but there is access to special exhibitions.
Check koelnisches-stadtmuseum.de/Current for updates. Take U5 to About 2500 years of sport, including Classical times, is the subject
Appellhofplatz.
of Deutsches Sport & Olympia Museum (Tu-F 9-18, €6/3,
families €14) at Im Zollhafen 1 on the Rheinauhafen island. Film,
The cathedral treasury Domschatzkammer (M-Su 10-18, €6/3,
photographs and other exhibits cover all forms of sport, including
families €12) is entered at the rear of the north facade facing
football, gymnastics, cycling and motor racing, to the professional
the Hauptbahnhof or from the north transept. The treasures are
era. Take U1, 5, 7 or 9 to Heumarkt, follow Heumarkt east to the
arrayed on three levels including the cathedral vaults, covering
Rhine bank and follow the river 250m south.
golden croziers, sacramental items, textiles and manuscripts. Part
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